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SECTION 1 - OVERVIEW

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. 1 OBJECTIVE

Research into semi-automated planning and reasoning at MITRE started with the development of the I
KNOBS system. KNOBS was an early effort to unite several capabilities: frame representations for data,
rule-based inference, English understanding using a conceptual-dependency parser for question-answer-
ing and control, and a constraint-based approach to planning. This complex architecture evolved from a
simple rule-based system as a result of the functional and performance demands on the system.

The research described in this report was directed towards expanding the capabilities demonstrated in
KNOBS to include replanning through an implementation called the Knowledge Based Replanning System
(KRS). The purpose of the system is to create plans for complex resource reallocations, revise those plans
when expectation failures occur, and also minimize the impact of any necessary changes on the remainder
of the plan. In replanning, the system must deal with previously constructed plans as objects it can reason
about and alter; our research has focused on mechanisms to allow for metalevel reasoning and planning.
In addition, we have recognized the importance of global strategies to the planning process and explored
elements of a system that can use global strategies in its planning processes, understand its own use of
strategies, and explain these uses.

To accomplish these goals, we have focused on the development of a declarative formalism for
expressing metaplanning knowledge. The formalism developed is able to express global strategies and
heuristics along with control information such as subprocess orderings, possible concurrency, and inter-
process communication. It may also be able to accommodate widely diverse domains and be interpretable
both procedurally and declaratively so that the system can intelligently explain its own activity.

The objective of the KRS Project is to explore the application of these techniques to the problem of
planning and replanning Air Force Tactical air missions. This report describes the development of KRS
during the period FY83 - FY85.

1.2 HISTORY

By the end of FY82, the KNOBS Project had produced a demonstration system which contained a
database representing resources, targets, weather, and planned missions in the Central European Theater.
The project implemented an appreciable array of software dedicated to the interpretation of tactical
knowledge represented through the use of both "frames" and "rules", and consisted of software
modules for inference based on the inheritance of properties from the general to the specific, theorem
proving via an innovative constraint calculus, and action generation initiated by "demon" processes which
observe changes in particular data items and whose effects are determined by a forward chaining produc-
tion system. KNOBS also contains user oriented interface facilities, including dynamically generated
menus and a natural language understanding capability which supports database query, database update,
and user redefinition of inference rules.

F11 r r
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Quite a wide spectrum of initiative between the planner and the program was represented in KNOBS.
Fhe proLgrarn could, for example, check the completeness and consistency of a plan created by the user,
expl.ticg clears what inconsistencies had arisen, and understanding what had to be rechecked as the
t,!w r chared elements of the plan in response to the program's criticism. In this rather passive mode,
- t . , pro.ide the user with dynamically generated lists of consistent candidates for various plan
ccin(e!nt-, e.g., the tspe of aircraft or ordnance.

In a n-ore acute mode, the program could rank those same candidates in preference, guided by rules
s hiith t,, k into account the current states of both the plan and database representation of the operational
em\ rumnent. lhese same rules functioned to provide explanations in defense of the system's choices.
Fin iik . in its most assertive mode, the program could construct an entire plan subject to user defined
,c ,>tnt'at and could detect, and to a limited extent automatically replan, a mission which had become
iri%,\,hi aI a result of changing external circumstances.

For all the reasoning power, explanation, and natural language understanding that the original KNOBS
procram exiuhited. it basically planned a single attack mission at a time; in effect, a single line of an Air
Tsknc Order. It lacked the technology needed to exhibit real-time response to the need of simultaneous
replini:ic! a score of missions resulting from changes in goals, resource availability, weather, or targets of

pprtv,, -- what might be characterized as the Combat Operations problem. It also lacked the soft-
kt:e rneeded to perform the hierarchical, elastic replanning required in such circumstances, pervasive
cnou, hci epresentations of goals to direct that process, and graphics interfaces to make it comprehensible.

In addition, the KNOBS system lacked the capability needed to support real-time knowledge-based
mnis1Ji monitoring and Air Tasking Order redefinition in response to a changing environment. More
prol'oundlv, the classical Al "planning" technology proved to be quite inadequate to the requirements of
rep,! i-irle as it is practiced in the reality of the Combat Operations shop of a TACC. Developing the
te& rics necessary to support monitoring and replanning was the major focus of the KRS project, and
it: accormpli',hments of that project is the subject of this report.

1.3 TIlE PLANNING PROBLEM

-I he "classical" Artificial Intelligence planning technology may be characterized in general by defining
planning" as discoering an algorithm for the satisfaction of a specified goal, subject to a specified set of

c'r't!,iirts. The algorithm is generally defined in terms of the execution of a sequence of operations,
ci,, cro rm a predefined vocabulary, each with well-defined preconditions and each with well-defined
p:-cnditiins, i.e., with a well-defined resulting state-transition. The process of finding the required
.i:,,;i!tii : t)tten referred to as "problem solving" and a variety of problem solving techniques have been

-.~ u ld stidied.

On ,If the most prevalent of such techniques is referred to as "hierarchical planning". It consists of
the decmpniroition of a problem into a hierarchy of sub-goals in which the instantiation of sub-plans is
; ,pnid as hont as possible in order to minimize the backtracking required to arrive at an integrated

:1-~,~H i-man prohlem solving behavior is better approximated by a mixture of top-down and bottom-
i, ir(c . oiften referred to as "opportunistic planning". More specific mechanisms include the

:-i propacation" techniques of MOLGEN as well as other constraint generated solution methods
....-. :-2hq,,s found in automatic programming research. This latter class of problem solving

mc :-. - tci'catini with respect to replanning as a computer proram is, in effect, not a plan, but
a ut ,,f contingency plans, provided in response to the unknowabiiit,, oh certain state descriptions ,,%

in,, - unpreclictability of pr( gam input.

-2-
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These classical Al planning methods contributed to the eventual knowledge based replanning system,

but they were not adequate for bridging the enormous gap between the classical definition of planning
presented above and the much more complex exigencies of Combat Operations. The first difficulty was
the lack of well-defined goals. Those that exist in the apportionment guidance are often vague, and are
certainly subject to frequent change. Typically, the number of satisfactory solutions is very high, with less
than optimal results guaranteed by the lack of measures by which to compare plausible solutions. The
constraints are subject to continual redefinition, partly as a result of changing tactics, but always as a result
of a large volume of changing real or perceived situational truths. Whatever plans exist must be subjected
to continual "truth maintenance" challenge as a result of the evolving battle.

Combat Operations is not a "problem"; it is a process. Perhaps the single greatest difference between
classical problem solving and the needs of a Combat Operations replanning aid is that the entire AI
planning paradigm is often inappropriate in that the support sought by the planning staff need not be

automatic problem solution at all. It might be plan "checking" or, as in KNOBS, a wide spectrum of
services in which different users or different circumstances demand an altered exchange of initiative be-
tween the program and the command staff.

This mixed initiative brings with it a host of problems. These include the need not only to check or
generate plans, but the necessity that the program be capable of explaining its advice in terms natural to
the users. The most difficult of these problems, one which in fact limits the applicability of a number of Al
planning techniques, arises from the possibility of staff intervention in the modification of existing plans.
The goal must be "continuity". That is, small changes in circumstances and goals should produce small
changes to the pre-existing plan. If that plan, or some part of it, e.g., a particular strike package, was
mechanically derived, then one would expect that fact to be preserved along with the actual "object code"

of the plan, i.e., the Air Tasking Order (ATO), would be the hierarchical scheme of sub-goals and
methods that document the problem solving activity. One would think it would be this planning structure
that would be manipulated in order to replan against a changing world. The disaster of mixed initiative is
that it allows the user to change the ATO without modifying, or even necessarily understanding, the
existing plan structure. This obviously jeopardizes any further mechanical replanning.

A final characterization of Combat Operations that must always be kept in mind is the complexity of

the task and the large number of planners working in parallel to ensure the required real-time response.
That is, it is neither one problem nor even a process. It is several such processes working in parallel, both
in mutual support and in competition for scarce resources. Partial solutions with damaging side effects
must be avoided. An eventual automated knowledge-based replanning system must, therefore, be capa-

ble of handling a large number of simultaneous, interlocking, automatic and manual planning activities.

1.4 TACTICAL MISSION PLANNING

Tactical air planning is a middle management function, both in terms of the Air Force command
structure and in terms of the detail represented in the plan. Organizationally under the Tactical Air
Command, mission planning takes place at Tactical Air Control Centers (TACCs). Within NATO, the
corresponding facility is referred to as an Allied Tactical Operations Center (ATOC).

The TACC's function is to assign available resources to the various tasks of an "apportionment" order
issued by the Joint Task Force Commander. The product of this assignment is an "Air Tasking Order",
which summarizes the responsibilities of each unit. For example, Offensive Counter Air (OCA) units are
told how many and what kind of aircraft to use, which ordnance they will deliver to each selected target,

and at what time. This simplified description ignores all of the TACC's mission monitoring functions, j
major planning factors like defense suppression and refueling, and details such as the management of

radio frequencies.-
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Autm nating this planning process s1 10.ou shorten its tie c\cl - the current 24 hour tasking order
generation timie is not Asell suited 0'o rn~ iio itiLlpiiieu -,:enai is. ('oiseiltIOI'l: oliputer program1s could
proh..bls , a loti %ka iA 1 this .1 teCtii'ii and SULIh a progritltiiiu 1,IjU V . lc1orce \I a n CcVTlti I t S) stern
(CA FVtSi has been dev.eloped jFAC S 51 Its kcoal is, to support t .%si ets, o! daita displays aind to aid in
thle teatus bookkeeping ins lved in the preparation and d stributior of i he Air 1ask ing Order.

Knios% !edge -based programs, capable of taking on more of the aIctual planning burden anid providing
more semantic checks of plan consistencN, should be able to accelerate the planning process still further
and pro. ide added assuranC that the plan is, complete and sound.

1.5 KRS DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

KRS %sI, a developmnent sshichl spanned a three-sear period from October 1983 to September 1 985
(FY"", to FYS851 The focus of KRS ik replanning and its, implementation was built up -)n a foundation
from KNoBS anid from lessons learned during the KNOBS dlevelopmient. The starting point for the KRS
project ss as o ohen KNOBS %%,as converted to ru-n on the Svmbniolics 31'0)O

1. 5. 1 KRS in FY83

Th-le ma ,1or task,; accomplished in FYS3 %o crc I )the improvenlent of an extenove amnount of code to
enhance pe~rformance and functionalit%. 21 the rewritini, lnd translatior oif KNOBS code from Interlisp to
Zeta -p o that code would run on A Ss ohics GOO machine, 3) the comple1tte re - implemetntatilonl of the
KNO BS i Leia o take ads anta ge (A 0t S%,mholics high-resolution bt- maipped chtspla v and window
5sCoei 4i the des elupment of' a p~ritot\ pe so, stem capable oft exh0);bitin bas, Ciclannino of interactinev
missions byo usinio the refueling example, and -5 jStipporting RADC with the transition of KNOBS to a
contractor for possible implementation of an operational planner called TEMPLAR. Thle first four itemas
listed above will he discus,;ed In more dletail in the followkinc sections.

iI 511 Rev, rite of KNOBS Code

1It io thle eViilutIonalr1, nature of most computer-based researc:h projects ,uch as KNOBS that code is
kcene: ateod bas&edl on the current design to test out ideas that may later be modiftcl. Un fortunatel Y, after
severai %ears of development, the- sv, tem code can become overe xtended, restult ing in ha dly tangled func-
tionial structure arid cornpromnistd modularity As development proceeds, eacri extension to the ssisem
JJ! LL It. t'alxt and Increalses the cost of future exttnsion-, aind the lawk if dilmnis hinl. returns
comenic lr~i pl.I after a point, the e ffort expended installing chanves and k ccp~ng the soostemn working
exceed, ,he cavv c heap- cost of c:omposing thle cha nie.

\\ iia o1-erse cih sh 55 lk hi rpcnin1 skith thle KNOBS 135 uc'e . ind idVd dccLidk' to) ins est sevral

moiintih, ose~hifiiir it r-lier thin continue wirthl devet:0lopent. %\e %' Cre i" 3C senienit lceto doi this in
three rerci it. K RS needed a solid fOtHindL ion a' a startingvi secorid, the TEMNIPLA R project
'Aiit A l. r(ee tht KNOBS sou.rce code for its oA:l devel(rIntoco i it(! it %s''ild ht mulch ta-licr for

toiu or W (N \kit KNOBS alti-r it 111d been.1 clealned tup. thi11-d. sst~r p l1o1nl'!1c to 11oise tie rntile

a c~e~i S~c) I Je n 11iiisi11dt i hn~iil is t-p Zei ti'~p. \\ecl ,-,thit !o. ssittld
ne ~ ~ o Ii ate ftnt Y r ource 'ti A-n siff~i falgtc ~~c
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2) That part of the instantiator which constituted the user itei!.i c:
would be integrated into the display interface.

3) The constraint interpreter, which had suffered hadl% from trequeri ,;. . -
modularized and rewritten. Along with this, the constraint relererle- As' .1; r-
templates would need to be redesigned to make the specifican(r, t a ..
distinct from that of its domain.

4) A list of interface functions to common KNOBS facilities "ere .icreeJ •
implementation. The previous interfaces bad been in varnu ciate, r,

nonuniform or nonexistent. These interface functio,-s were c.,Jerir.,
a sense, the cleanup of KNOBS was organized around them Err&:, :x:c

had the effect of modularizing the code and isolating the \.rI,:: '.-,

diminish complex interactions. It also made possible the stpar. ,
from the user intertace, so that further development i)f Nth i .ir ..:.- ,.. :.
facilities could proceed unhindered.

1.5.1.2 Translation of KNOBS Code

Although Interlisp and Zetalisp differ greatly as programming enrontmleli,. the% alk j,: .,.

similar dialects of Lisp. The majority of differences are syntactic; therefore, IZZI ithe pXt!crr- j.
translator provided by Hewlett-Packard) was an appropriate tool. The entire IZZI package c,:
three modules: a body of transformation rules, the translator which matches and apples the r:lcs. and a
group of auxiliary functions to handle constructs that cannot he translated syntacticall\ (the himit ri' ma%
use the full power of Lisp to examine the context in which the construct is used. Each lnterli'p sourc"'e
file was passed through IZZI, producing a corresponding Zetalisp source file, wtch wka. then c' dii-
loaded onto a Lisp machine. Once there, each file was inspected for translaiiin err rs, corrected it
necessary. and eventually compiled.

* ' Converting KNOBS to Zetalisp took several months. IZZI turned out to he deficient in seseral
respects: its translator was considerably simpler than we had hoped (some general lnterlisp forns, such as

4 functions which don't evaluate their arguments, were simply ignored without warning), some of the trans-
A formation rules were incorrect, many were missing (IZZI came with two pages of rules; we ended up with

ten), and a few of the auxiliary functions mistranslated when the source expression was too complex.
Unfortunately, many of these defects were not apparent from examining either the code or the documen-
tation and a few were only discovered far along in the conversion process, hile trying to compile the final
translated files.

Once the bugs in the target files were found and removed,the remaining code, which could not he
processed mechanically, was translated by hand. This had to be done for functions which used machine-
dependent I/O, portions of the display interface, the code to support time calculations, etc. Finall, a
working version of the KNOBS system began to materialize on the Lisp machines. The primary deficiency
of this first version was the simplicity of its user interface, as it did not take advantage of the elabirate
window system of the Lisp machine. The next step, then, was to create a sophikicatcd di'pla% interface .

built on the Symbolics window facility.

1.5. 1.3 User Interface "

Because of the powerful and sophisticated window system that exists; on the S\nhil-hc,, 3ooin, and
because the implementation of KRS was - departure from the original KNO13S code, it sas decided that
the original goals for the KNOBS display interface would not he preserved. In other words, no attempt
would be made for the new system to run on any terminal other than the Symbolics ciinlde.

UN %, %
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The KRS display interface as it was re-implemented makes use of most of the facilities provided:

pop-up menus, mouse-sensitive items, scrollable dynamic displays, user-definable fonts, multiple-choice

menus, and even parallel processes (each mission has a separate process controlling its display). By

essentially rewriting the user interface from scratch, we were able to clean up or eliminate many points
which had made the KNOBS interface inelegant, inefficient or slow. For example, many mission displays

can now occupy the screen simultaneously, and the user may quickly select one by simply pointing to it
with the mouse. The user may also "edit" the screen so as to expand a mission display or rearrange the

missions on the screen to his liking. Several other features, such as the correct display of multi-valued

slots, had become necessary for the development of a refueling prototype.

1.5.1.4 Refueling

The goal of the FY83 work on refueling was to produce a prototype system capable of exhibiting basic

capabilities for planning and refueling for Offensive-Counter-Air (OCA) Missions. This is a complex
plan of the type we wish to replan. The first step toward a replanning system is, of course, a planning

system. We developed a minimal fully automatic refueling demonstration system which could recognize

the need for refueling while planning an OCA mission, request refueling for it, finish planning the OCA
mission then proceed to plan the refueling. As a "first pass" solution, this system assumes some basic

existing refueling capabilities already eist, so that certain more difficult problems may be circumvented.

The refueling world view is based on a structure of frames displayed in Figure 1 . 1 which were devised

to represent the necessary knowledge. The OCA (Offensive-Counter-Air Mission) and RFL (Refueling
Mission) frames are the only actual missions in the diagram; the remaining structure may be seen as the

conceptual "glue" tying together the various components.

svc

OCA
STN

ORB RFL

Figure 1.1 Refueling Frame Structure

A refueling mission (RFL frame) is very similar to an OCA mission: it specifies that a certain number

of aircraft will leave a given airbase (and unit) at a specified time and fly to a given set of stations (de-

scribed below). The refueling mission also specifies the total amount of fuel carried by the tanker, to be
discursed among the OCA missions which require refueling.

An orbit (ORB frame) specifies a location, during which refueling may be done. It may be seen as a

" indow" of refueling capability. In other words, the OCA missions which need refueling and the refuel-
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ing missions which supply fuel use the orbits to constrain possibilities it may not he possible to get
refuelig at any time during an orbit, but ,t is assumed imposb le to refuel at a place or time nipt desig-

nated as an orbit.

Each refuel mission has several stations represented by the STN frames. The refueling nission must fly
in sequence among its assigned stations tor the duration specified by the start and end time of each
station. Each station is a subinter,.al of an orbit during which the refueling aircraft is guaranteed to he in
the orbit. In other words, to a refueling mission a station represents an obhligation, it) an OCA mission it

represents an opportunity for refueling

A service (SVC frame) then links up an OCA mission wkith a statiin and represents a single refueling
event involving one OCA aircraft and one refueling tanker. Each individual service frame records the
start time and duration of the ser ice, as well as the fuel disbursement (the amount of fuel to be trans-

ferred ) at that service.

1.5.2 KRS in FY84

The work and results in FY84 centered on two issues: (11 extension of KRS to more realistic planning

scenarios, and (2) experimental implementations of more flexible planning strategies.

1.5.2.1 New Planning Scenarios

The automatic planning facilities carried over from KNOBS used a depth-first generate-and-test

paradigm. This was adequate for the highly stereotyped version of an OCA mission then under investiga-
tion. In FY84 we began gathering knowledge and extending the KRS data base to encompass more
realistic planning scenarios. As this effort progressed and as more types of missions and richer interrela-
tions among missions -- both explicit mutual support and implicit competition for scarce resources --
were investigated, the inadequacy of any rigid problem-solving strategy became obvious.

As we continued to learn more about planning of realistically sized missions, as opposed to KNOBS's
two and four- plane missions, the interrelationship between planning and replanning became clearer.
Consider the following:

Planning refueling begins with SAC proposing strawman missions.
The tactical missions are planned against this

strawman proposal with variations negotiated as required.

A large mission involving perhaps hundreds of planes is planned

several different times to varying detail, with some details changing
while others are acted on. For example, on the day before the

mission flies, munitions and equipment have already been transported
to the anticipated airbases; that aspect of the plan cannot be
changed. At noon of the day the mission flies, some of the
aircraft may already be loaded and on the runway; the
ordnance cannot be changed, yet the enemy's activit,
will certainly force some changes to targeting.

In these examples, we see both that "replanning" is an integral part of planning. and that the planning
strategies used to formulate mission plans change over time and with the planning goals That i,, realistic

planning involves both refinement and replarning. Our FYS4 effort, to extend KRS led us to the belief

that while the constraints on an OCA mission %kere constant over tme. the ,trategv for meeting thise

constraints changed both with time and the (,:r )fes if the platner (lear! , the ,ritleux ued for the



"strawman" refueling plans, which is based on the apportionment decisions, is different than the strategies
used to negotiate changes for meeting the strike mission needs.

As an illustrative example, automatic planning of refueling was reimplemented about halfway through
FY84. However, because of the rigid "autoplanning" facility, the OCA mission plan was completed and
judged acceptable before autoplanning the refueling mission was begun. The result was frequently a
"bad" OCA mission that went undetected because the constraint -- that the refueling mission and OCA
mission must be at more or less the same time -- was never checked. Simply interchanging the order in
%hich missions are planned leads to different but conceptually similar errors. Instead, what was required
was a facility that would plan several OCA missions needing refueling up to but not including the timing of
the mission, then plan the refueling missions around the target time windows, and only then complete the
plans for the OCA missions.

Planning refueling brought to light several qualitative distinctions between KNOBS style missions and
KRS style missions. Both missions are described by frames containing slots. However, in a number of
dimensions KNOBS is qualitatively simpler than KRS as is shown in Table 1.1.

KNOBS KRS

SLOT FILLER Atomic items from database Atomic items and other
mission frames that are

"planned" by KRS

CONSTRAINTS Among slots in single frame Among slots in multiple
frames, including

constraints on frames as
entities

INHERITANCE Trivial mission AKO tree Hierarchy of mission types

AUTOPLAN Rigid Planning use multiple interrelated
frames

CONSTRAINT Simple failure with minimal Failures may report VIOLATION

explanation suggestions for

correcting difficulty

Table 1.1 Comparison KNOBS - KRS

We discovered the need for qualitatively different constraint violation reports because the major slot
fillers could no longer be enumerated. Even KNOBS had difficulty enumerating things like "time" and
.number of A/C"; special tricks were implemented. However, a more general solution is required when
the slot fillers are themselves being planned by KRS.

In the later part of FY84,we found it was necessary to distinguish between "goals", which pertain to
interaction of mission components (e.g., a "wild weasel" SAM suppression mission has the goal of keeping
the SAM inoperative to support the strike force) and "metagoals", which pertain to the selection of
planning strategies (e.g., if there is a metagoal of conserving fuel, then A/C should be flown from the

closest airbase to the target; if there is a metagoal of maximizing penetration, then A/C should be flown
lrfm the farthest airbase from the target). We further found it necessary to distinguish between the plan
structure -- which included mission frames and so-called "super-frames" like the package frame -- and
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the "agenda" or "metaplan" structure that describes how to fill in the slots of the frames. Implementation
of these ideas in KRS did not start until FY85: however, experimentation was done to verify our ideas.

1.5.2.2 Automatic Planning

In FY84, two alternative organizations for more flexible automatic planning were implemented in an
experimental version for internal experimentation and evaluation: (1) "metaplanning" and (2) "agen-
das". Both organizations are based on the idea that expert planners know something about "how to plan"
that goes beyond the constraints on the plan elements. To reiterate a previous example, there is no place
on the templates for refueling frames to encode the fact that OCA mission planning should start with a
"strawman" proposal of refueling flight timings. The "metaplanning" approach used a temporally ori-
ented "script" that described how the plan would be executed. It used a process of "envisioning" to
discover unanticipated failures, and a library of "metaplans" indexed by "metagoals" to construct correc-
tions to the plans it was creating. The "agenda" approach exploited the basic similarity between three
processes: enumeration of a fixed set of slot fillers, using a "generate-and-test" strategy on a sequence of
slots, and generating alternatives based on why prior attempts were failing. Based primarily on the current
set of plan goals but also taking into account the mission goals, an "agenda" would be selected that
claimed to know how to plan the mission, fill the slot, etc. Naturally, different agendas would be selected
for planning vs. replanning. The actual planning activity would be accomplished by sending messages to
the agendas, which were implemented as a sophisticated use of the Zetalisp flavor mechanisms. The
results of these two experiments will be discussed in later sections of this report.

1.5.3 KRS in FY85

There were three major changes introduced in FY85 as KRS evolved. First, the system was expanded
to consider a larger planning element, the strike package. A package organizes primary strike missions,
SAM suppression mission, and air escort missions to strike a single target. KRS plans each mission in the
package and provides complete refueling support, including tanker mission scheduling. This required that
KRS be capable of coordinating times between missions, and provided the first evidence of the increasing
influence of interactions between missions in the planning activity. In recognition of these interactions, a
coordinating entity, the ATO was constructed to hold all packages for a single day's targets.

The second change was a substantial increase in the number of targets planned, and therefore, an
increase in the number of missions KRS needed to plan. Increasing the mission count led to new difficul-
ties in allocating aircraft and the need to reason about aircraft alternatives and mission priorities.

The third change was the need for replanning in response to changing battle conditions, minimizing the
impact on the overall plan. The KRS scenario assumes that the ATO is created on the day prior to plan
execution. A battle change, such as an increase in SAM protection for a target on the day before the
missions are to fly, requires an assessment of the impact of the change on the ATO and could lead to
reallocation of aircraft. Consideration of these sorts of changes has led MITRE to focus on the resource
allocation and reallocation problem for most of FY85. The goal was to develop those techniques for
efficiently allocating resources during initial plan construction and during replanning. The competition for
resources compounds the interactions between missions, and therefore, tightly couples all packages in the
ATO.

1.5.3.1 Interrelated Mission Planning

It was recognized that solving the complex problems that arise from planning and replanning an air
tasking order with limited resources requires a more elaborate reasoning mechanism than the one which
was available in KRS at this time. The constraint based, bottom up view of planning knowledge in KNOBS
which was sufficient for automatically detailing a single mission,does not contain the necessary information
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for dealing with optimum resource allocation among several missions, reallocation of those resources when
conditions change, or making decisions about mission priorities in a replanning scenario. All of these
problems require a more global perspective on the set of interrelated missions.

The solution was to augment the KNOPS'single mission planning method in several ways: creation of
strike packages that contain a strike mission together with support missions, construction of a resource
tracking mechanism, and a metaplanning component, so that KRS could reasonto some extentabout its
own planning and replanning activity in solving the aircraft allocation problem and eliminating conflicts.

1.5.3.2 Demonstration System

An important question that arose in the KRS project concerned the architecture to be employed in the

irrplementation of the FY85 demonstration system. The range of choices was narrowed by the decision to
base the final system on the inherited KNOBS architecture used in KRS as implemented in FY84. The
decision to keep as much of the existing KNOBS structure as possible was made for two main reasons:

(1) KRS already displayed certain capacities which are desirable in a mission
planning system, and the new system should not lose any of those capacities.

(2) The Al techniques already developed, while inappropria'e for extension to
complex global mission planning and replanning, are efficient for detailing a
partially constrained (by another agent) single mission.

Given the distributed nature of KRS's methods of storing information, handling constraint checking
and choice generation, and inference, the problem became: how to add a metaplanning capacity which is
essentially a centralized and globally active process? The solution adopted was to use a simple version of a
"distributed blackboard".

In the blackboard model~a community of experts cooperates on a task; the experts communicate

through the use of a shared database called a "blackboard". The blackboard is often partitioned into
areas which include a metaplanning level, a planning level, a resource level, and so on. Each expert is
responsible only for a certain portion of the task, and needs to access only certain parts of the blackboard,
but can post information which is globally available to anyone who needs it. This sort of organization
allows for both a partitioning of the task among various specialized experts and for a sharing of informa-
tion among interacting experts whose areas of expertise either overlap or interface.

In MITRE's application of the blackboard model to KRSthe metaplanner surveys the world model,
user goals, and air tasking order specifications, then determines any metagoals, subgoals, and air tasking
order specifications, then determines any metagoals, subgoals, pieces of advice, restrictions, and relevant
information which may expedite the planning process. All of this information is posted on the blackboard

in appropriate places so that it is accessible to the lower level functions which perform various subtasks in
KRS. These lower level planning functions were changed from their KNOBS form in order to enable them
to make intelligent use of the goals and information posted by other parts of the planning system.

As an example, consider the ordering of possible candidates to fill the airbase slot of a mission frame.

Suppose that at the ATO level,the resource goal of preserving fuel has been posted. The function which
does the ordering of candidate airbases is alerted to this goal, and is intelligent enough to order the
airbases by distance from the targets.

The blackboard also serves as a means of passing information to higher level planning activities . When

some planning process encounters difficulties or conflicts, it can complain to the appropriate expert
knowledgeable in fixing the particular type of problem in question. In their previous form, constraints had
been fairly simple and not very useful for explaining failures or for automatically resolving those failures.
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In FY85, constraints were augmented to return more information about their failures. Examples of such
information include: alternate suggestions or strategies, the previous choices that are causing the conflict,
and information which can help explain failures to the user.

A major part of the KRS project in FY85 involved the development of a formalism for expressing
metaplanning knowledge about efficient resource allocation and this formalism is described in section 4 of
this report. The formalism was designed to satisfy two objectives: to provide a solution to the non
time-critical replanning problem and to develop a general representation for strategies that will be useful

in extending KRS to dynamic replanning. The formalism is:

(1) able to express global strategies and heuristics, and to provide failure handling
methods.

(2) interpretable both procedurally and declaratively (to allow intelligent explanatiun by the

system of its own activity).

The interpreter for this formalism was developed and is capable of maintaining a history of strategies
and metaplans that are useful for plan generation and subsequent replanning. The potential of this for-
malism has been only partially explored in the tactical air domain because it was used only in the ATO
and package planning levels of KRS, not in the planning of single missions (which continue to use the
KNOBS inference mechanisms), nor in solving any dynamic replanning problems.

The end of the FY85 project has seen the construction of a demonstration system which exhibits
prototype capabilities in the tactical air planning and replanning domain. This system extends the domain
of concern to include a wider spectrum of problems. The KNOBS system had been limited to planning
single OCA missions in isolation; the new system is capable of planning multiple packages (each package
consisting of several interrelated missions including refueling support) and resolving resource allocation
conflicts that arise when a whole ATO has already been planned.

The remainder of this report discusses the elements of the KRS project that represent a departure from
the earlier KNOBS implementation. In section 2, issues associated with the man-machine interface are
presented and this includes both lessons learned during the KRS implementation and the line of reasoning

to explain why a specific approach was taken. Section 3 discusses the basic components of KRS and, in
some cases, contrasts the KRS implementation to KNOBS. Section 4 reviews the relationship between
planning, metaplanning, replanning, and strategiesand describes the implementation used in KRS.

"I
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SECTION 2 - THE KRS INTERFACE

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Conentional interfaces to computer systems have lacked the flexibility and convenience of natural
communication Learning and using a system with a natural interface enables a user to focus on the
%, tern's functuonalit instead of its protocols. The purpose of this project was to construct such an inter-

face for the KNOBS mission planning program (and later the KRS follow-on project). Many subgoals
were included in this purpose, among them, the construction of a robust parser and the development of a
quetion ansxsering facility that had a knowledge of user goals. We achieved some of these goals under this
rro ct, those that were not accomplished are still being pursued at MITRE under a follow-on project to
h o - ).

Our major accomplishment under this project was to construct a useful interface to KNOBS and KRS
to demonstrate the potential of combining artificial intelligence techniques for language understanding
\ith graphics as a means of expressing information. The most de\eloped capabiltty of this interface
,\stem is its ability to conduct an English coner,,ation to assist In the planning of an Air Force mission.
The interlace answers a user's questions about targets and resources b constructing a data base query. It
can currentl\ express the answer h producing an Frighsh response, or b\ constructing a table, depending
upom the t\pe and amount of information t) he presented WAe also experimented with producing a map
display to answer questions about geographical data In addition to ansvering the user's question, the
interface can interpret requests to plan a mission and update a cisplav that describes a planned mission.
A menu interface is also provided

We introduced a number of facilities to make communication with a computer in English more
lractical To ease the burden on tping, we included snonvm and spelling correction capabilities, as well
a. some tolerance of poor grammar and punctuation so that a question such as "What AC do Hahn
kijfpk -f' 'as Interpreted as though it were t%ped "What aircraft does Hahn supply?"

Our interface produces a semi-canonical meaning representation of a sentence by combining the
meanings of the words in a sentence. We created a formalism for expressing word definitions which was
,Iko used to describe the problem a mission planner is solving, as well as a stereotypical solution to his
prbhm. Once the meaning of a question is represented, it is answered by rules that can construct a data
base quer, from this meaning representation. We used a semi-canonical representation of meaning so
that the question-answering and inference processes did not have to be concerned with the many ways of
e\pre-ing the same idea in English.

2.1 IIISTORY OF APE-Il PARSER IMPLEMENTATION

APE-Il is the largest and most complex of several natural language systems developed at MITRE
,pecificallk to serve as a front end for KNOBS. In 1980, an attempt was made to implement the interface
bs uing an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) par~er. An ATN parsec makes an effort to "under-
stand" a sentence in the was' grammar is taught. It determines the part of speech for each input word--
nmiun, adjective, etc -- and Identifies noun phrases. the subject and object of the sentence, and so on.
I he netw ork is a way of encoding English grammar. For an explanation of natural language parsing using

-. ,an .\TN, see \oodTO].
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The ATN itself was only one part of the input processing. A morphological analyzer was used to
identify individual words in the input, despite the presence of suffixes, spelling errors, or irregular inflec-

tions. It uses a dictionary to associate words with such information as parts of speech, tense, pluralization,
and occurrence in an idiom. In KNOBS, the dictionary entry for a word was part of its property list. The
frame data base acted as an extension of the dictionary--the name of any frame was taken to be a noun.

If the frame had an An Individual Of (AIO) entry, it was a proper noun; otherwise, it was a common
noun.

The syntactic analysis performed by the ATN resulted in the assignment of values to certain "registers"
to record the essential information carried by the sentence for use by the semantic components. As an

example, the sentence "What kind of control radar does BE50362 have?" results in the following register:

Register Contents

SUBJ (BE50362)
OBJ (((AIO AKO) ? CONTROL-RADAR))

VERB HAVE QTYPE WHAT-TYPE

The subject, object, verb, and question type have been identified. The object is really a noun phrase: "a
kind of control-radar." It is represented in roughly the form of a rule clause, with a question mark for the

unknown frame.

The semantic components, for noun phrase resolution and question answering, include various strate-
gies to answer queries or perform requested actions, such as printing rules or modifying the data base.

Because the ATN parser is a machine for recognizing a specified grammar for English, it could not
handle ungrammatical utterances, or uncommon constructions that had not been incorporated into the
grammar. It had particular difficulty with sentence fragments, which are common in conversation, such as
"AND ITS SPEED?" after a previous query about an aircraft. The flexibility of a pattern-action produc-

tion rule system was also missing.

2.1.1 ATN-Based Natural Language

An ATN is based on a transition network (more precisely, a finite-state machine) that "accepts"
grammatically correct inputs. Expressing a grammar as an ATN consists of building a machine that recog-

nizes acceptable inputs, as compared to a "transformational grammar" that describes acceptable inputs by
giving a way to generate all and only those inputs. The difference between an ATN and a traditional
finite-state machine is that the ATN can "jump to" or recursively invoke another finite-state machine on
transitions from one state to another.

The statement that an ATN cannot accept "ungrammatical input" is somewhat misleading. In fact, for
any list of acceptable inputs (which may or may not correspond to traditional English) there is a grammar.
The difficulty is that the class of inputs that were supposed to be acceptable for KNOBS could not be
described by a grammar (again, the grammar for English is just one of an infinite number of possible

grammars) easily expressed using an ATN. It is meaningless to try to talk about a grammar without having

some formal means of expressing that grammar. ATNs do not seem to be a good way to express the
grammar for the inputs KNOBS needed to understand.

The KNOBS researchers gave up trying to express the desired KNOBS grammar using an ATN because

of the enormous context-sensitivity required to tell if a random word or phrase was acceptable in the given
.discourse context. Whether the acceptability of such an utterance could or could not be expressed by an

ATN is moot.
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2.1.2 APE-Il Development

Three major decisions made in the course of the KNOBS project determined the eventual shape of
APE-Il: (1) the decision to use natural language as a front end to the expert system, (2) the decision to
use conceptual dependency theory as the basis for a natural language parser, and (3) the decision to
integrate the parser with the rest of KNOBS. We shall discuss each of these decisions in detail.

Natural language has always been a major research topic in AL, and this is part of the reason for its
choice as the medium for communicating with KNOBS. The developers of KNOBS and its sponsors
welcomed the opportunity to explore this topic in the course of the KNOBS project. Much of the KNOBS
effort went into its parser. MITRE is still engaged in natural language research in several contexts; the
APE-II experiments have provided valuable information about both promising leads and pitfalls.

Other, more practical, arguments exist for natural language as the vehicle for communication with an
expert system. Users typically like the IDEA of being able to rely on English; it is claimed that natural
language is simpler to use than any other medium of communication with a machine. However, these
claims are not always justified. Users communicating with KRS, for example, tend to rely on the menu
driven command interface in order to get the system to carry out its task of planning missions. To issue
commands, menus are actually simpler and faster than English. It is also hard to go wrong with a menu.
No natural language interface currently in existence is sufficiently robust to prevent frequent and confus-
ing misunderstandings between user and machine. After a few frustrating exchanges with a natural lan-
guage parser, which seems stubbornly incapable of making sense of reasonable English sentences, a user
might welcome the chance to turn to a nonverbal but foolproof means of communication such as a menu.
Finally, users do not like to type; speech is natural, but typing is not. For these reasons, it may be true that
sophisticated menu driven interfaces are more suited to user needs than is language.

However, there are still places where language is desirable. User questions, for example, cannot
always be anticipated, nor can a system predict when a user might need to ask a certain question. As a
result, it is hard to deal with queries and responses through a static medium such as a menu. Also, a good
natura, language system enables a user to exploit the use of pronouns and ellipsis, two common and
powerful linguistic devices without which verbal communication becomes clumsy, tedious, and unnatural.

Another reason to support natural language interfaces to expert systems is sometimes overlooked. In
the future, speech understanding will become a reality, and when it does, speech will become the pre-
ferred means of communication with all sorts of automated systems. Parsers must be ready to understand
what is said. For this reason, and for the others mentioned above, one can say that the initial decision to
use language as the main vehicle for communication with KNOBS was justified.

Furthermore, this decision has paid off. APE-Il has not solved all the problems associated with natural
language interfaces, but it did solve several, and even its failures have yielded valuable insights about the
weaknesses of certain knowledge representation schemes and parsing strategies. APE-Il served as the
basis of computational linguistics at MITRE for years and has been the bridge to a new set of projects that

will use the lessons learned from APE-II in a new approach to natural language research.

Once the decision to use natural language had been made, the KNOBS team had to decide on a
parsing strategy. After a brief period of experimentation with makeshift pattern matchers and ATNs,they
settled on conceptual dependency (CD) theory to provide the theoretical foundation for the KNOBS
parser. We now believe that this choice was a mistake, as we will show below. However, hindsight pro-
vides a clarity of vision unavailable to those who must solve problems as they appear, and there were
excellent reasons for the KNOBS development team to choose a CD parser at the time they did.

The mid-1 970s was a bad time for theoretical linguistics; the standard theory of Noam Chomsky had
begun to lose ground to its various critics, but as yet no synthesis of competing ideas had emerged to
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permit another theory to take its place. Furthermore, there was great confusion over the role semantics
played with respect to syntax. The field was generally split into two camps: the theoretical syntacticians,
who believed in rigorous analysis of syntactic structure, usually based on some set of grammatical rewrite
rules, and a group which could be called the anti-syntacticians, represented in large part by Schank,
Abelson, and their followers.

The anti-syntacticians believed that linguistic comprehension proceeds in a bottom up process as
speakers and hearers derive word meanings in the context of a discourse. Structure is relatively unimpor-
tant in this model, but the representation of meaning is crucial. Schank and Abelson developed a theory
of such representation, conceptual dependency theory, which had two basic tenets: all words can be
decomposed into a small set of semantic primitives and the meaning of utterances can be represented as
networks of CONCEPTS linked together in a CONCEPTUAL DEPENDEN-Y network. The concepts
themselves are semantic primitives with associated arguments such as ACTOR, OBJECT, GOAL, and
INSTRUMENT. Nouns are called PICTURE PRODUCERS and are usually treated as nondecomposable
units.

Schank and his followers implemented this theory in several text understanding systems during the mid
and late 1970s. One should take note of the fact that their theory is actually alinguistic; that is, it embod-
ies no model of language. Rather it is a model of semantic representation. The conceptual dependency
school produced a theory that skirted the theoretical controversies then raging in the field of linguistics
and also had an implementation to back it up. This gave their theory a weight that most competing
theories lacked at the time. Their parsers, SAM, MARGIE, and PAM, were slow and limited in scope,
but at least they appeared to be making significant progress.

Theoretical linguistics pulled itself together in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and more and more Al
researchers built good parsers that had at least some structural component based on linguistic theory.
Also, CD based parsers began to show their limitations more clearly as they were extended over the years.
By the time all this became clear, MITRE was locked into APE-I and isolated from recent advances both
in linguistics and in semantic research. We now believe that APE-I should be judged as a product of
1970s technology whose limitations are largely due to weaknesses in its theoretical foundation.

One other decision about the KNOBS front end must be mentioned: the decision to integrate the
parser with the expert system itself. A thorough discussion of this is found in "KNOBS The Final Report
(1982)" [KNOBS82] by Richard Brown, whose comments about this issue represent a consensus of the
MITRE natural language group. In some ways, it made life easier for the developers to rely on the inter-
twining of APE-II and KNOBS, but the decision as a whole was a bad one. Modularity is a fundamental
principle of good software design; without itportability, maintainability, and extensibility all suffer. In the
case of APE-II,this truism has been born out. Not only is the parser completely nonportable and hard to
maintain by anyone who does not know the entire APE/KNOBS system, but it also has suffered perform-
ance decay as a result of its overly close relationship with KNOBS. The APE-lI developers have fre-
quently observed that changes to KNOBS, especially in the area of constraints, have destroyed functional-
ity in APE-II. Tracking down the reasons for such problems and fixing them have been a developer's
nightmare. Once again, the MITRE Al researchers have learned from a mistake, and current linguistic
interface work at MITRE is being guided by concern for modularity.

We now put aside historical considerations and examine APE-Il from the point of view of implementa-
tion. This examination is followed by an evaluation of APE-Il's performance as an interface that dis-
cusses the reasons behind its successes and filures. Included in this section is a detailed critique of CD
theory from an implementation point of view.

2.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF APE-Il

APE-lI is a classic implementation of a CD parser along the lines of SAM. It represents state of the art
natural language technology of about 1975. A semantically driven parser, APE-Il relies on a dictionary of
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word meanings to guide the parse. It lacks any independent syntactic component; any information about
syntax is buried in dictionary entries for word meanings. APE-Il has a simple morphological component
to strip off affixes, but it does not attempt any derivation. APE-II makes no attempt to capture the
relationship between "destroy" and "destruction", for example.

APE-II evolved from A Parsing Experiment (APE), a parser used by the Distributable Script Applying
Mechanism (DSAM) and Academic Counseling Expert (ACE) project at the University of Connecticut
[Cullingford82]. APE is based on the CD parser [Birnbaum8l] with the addition of a word sense disam-
biguation algorithm.

In CD, word definitions are represented as requests, a type of test-action pair. The test part of a
request can check lexical and semantic structures or connect CD structures, and activate or deactivate
other requests. The method available to select the appropriate meaning of a word in CD is to use the test
part of separate requests to examine the meanings of other words and to build a meaning representation as
a function of this local context. For example, if the object of "serve" is a food, the meaning is "bring to";
if the object is a ball, the meaning is "hit toward." This method works well for selecting a sense of a word
which has expectations. However, some words have no expectations and the intended sense is the one
that is expected. For example, the proper sense of "ball" in "John kicked the ball." and "John attended
the ball." is the sense that the central action expects.

The word definitions of APE-II are also represented as requests. A concept called a VEL is used to
represent the set of possible meanings of a word. When searching for a concept with certain semantic
features, an expectation can select one or more senses from a VEL and discard those that are not appro-
priate. In addition, APE-II can use expectations from a contextual knowledge source such as a script
applier to select a word sense. Each script is augmented with parser-executable expectations called named
requests. For example, at a certain point in understanding a restaurant story, leaving a tip for the waiter is
expected. The parser is then given a named request which could help disambiguate the words "leave"
and "tip," should they appear.

2.2.1 APE-I1
rve

A word definition in APE-I consists of t1e set of all of its senses. Each sense contains a concept, i.e.,
a partial CD structure that expresses the meaning of this sense, and a set of conceptual and lexical expec-
tations. L

A conceptual expectation instructs the parser to look for a concept in a certain relative position which
meets a selectional restriction. The expectation also contains a selectional preference, a more specific,
preferred category for the expected concept [Wilks72]. If such a concept is found, the expectation

contains information on how it can be combined with the concept that initiated the expectation. A lexical e
expectation instructs the parser to look for a certain word and add a new, favored sense to it. This
process is useful for predicting the function of a preposition [Reisbeck76]. The definition of a pronoun
utilizes a context and focus mechanism to find the set of possible referents which agree with it in number
and gender. THE PRONOUN IS THEN TREATED LIKE A WORD WITH MULTIPLE SENSES. The
definitions of the words "fly," "eat," and "A/C" are shown in figure 2-1.
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(DEF-WORD A/C (SENSE (AIRCRAFT))

(SENSE (AIR-CONDITIONER)))(DEF-WORD EAT (SENSE [EAT ACTOR (NIL)

OBJECT (NIL)
TO ('INSIDE' PLACE ('STOMACH' PART (NIL]

EXPECTATIONS ([IF (IN-ACT-SPOT #ANIMATE)

THEN ((SLOTS (TO PLACE PART)

(ACTOR]

[IF (IN-OBJ-SPOT "PP-)

PREFER (#FOOD)

THEN ((SLOTS (OBJECT]))(DEF-WORD FLY (SENSE (FLY
OBJECT (NIL)

ACTOR (NIL)

INSTRUMENT ($FLY)

TO ('PROX" PLACE (NIL))

FROM (-PROX" PLACE (NIL)))

EXPECTATIONS ([IF (IN-ACT-SPOT AIRCRAFT)

THEN ((SLOTS (OBJECT)))

ELSE (IF (IN-ACT-SPOT BIRD)
THEN ((SLOTS (ACTOR) (OBJECT)])

LEXICAL-EXPECTATIONS ((TO (MAKE-DEF (OB-PREP "PP-)

(TO PLACE)

(*LOC*)))
_ (FROM (MAKE-DEF (OB-PREP -PP-)

(FROM PLACE)

(*LOC*))))))

Figure 2-1. APE-II Dictionary Definitions

The definition of "A/C" states that it means AIRCRAFT or AIR-CONDITIONER. APE-II uses
selectional restrictions to choose the proper sense of "A/C" in the question "What A/C can fly from
Hahn?" On the other hand, in the sentence "Send 4A/C to BE70701." APE-Il utilizes the facts that the
OCA script is active and that sending aircraft to a target is a scene of that script to determine that "A/C"
means AIRCRAFT. In the question "What is an A/C?" APE-II uses a weaker argument to resolve the
potential ambiguity. It utilizes the fact that AIRCRAFT is an object that can perform a role in the OCA
script, while an AIR-CONDITIONER cannot.

The definition of "fly" states that it means a kind of physical transfer. The expectations associated with
FLY state that the actor of the sentence (i.e., a concept which precedes the action in a declarative
sentence, follows "by" in a passive sentence, or appears in various places in questions, etc.) is expected to
be an AIRCRAFT in which case it is the OBJECT of FLY or is expected to be a BIRD in which case it is
both the ACTOR and the OBJECT of the physical transfer. This is the expectation which can select the
intended sense of "A/C." If the word "to" appears, it might serve the function of indicating the filler of
the TO case of FLY. The word "from" is given a similar definition, which would fill the FROM case with
the object of the preposition, which should be a PICTURE-PRODUCER but is preferred to be a LOCA-

OE TION.

The definition of "eat" contains an expectation with a selectional preference that indicates that the
object is preferred to be food. This preference serves another purpose also. The object will be converted
to a food if possible. For example, if the object were "chicken" then this conversion would assert that it is
a dead and cooked chicken.
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\Ve will Iirst discuss the parsingc process as if sentences could be parsed in isolation and then explain
how it is augmented to account for context. The simplified parsing process consists of adding the senses of
e.ich kord to an active memory, considering the expectations, and removing concepts (senses) not con-
ne:ted to other concepts.

Word sense disambiguation and the resolution of pronominal references are achieved by several
mechanisns. Selectional restrictions can be helpful to resolve amhiv'nties. For example, many actions
require an animate actor. If there are several choices for the actor, the inanimate ones will be weeded
out Cons ersely, if there are several choices for the main action, and the actor has been established as
animate, thc-n those actions that require an inanimate actor will be discarded. Selectional preferences are
ued in addition to selectional restrictions. For example, if "eat" has an object Mhich is a pronoun whose
po-ible referents are a food and a coin, the food will be preferred and the coin discarded as a possible

referent.

A conflict resolution mechanism is invoked if more than one concept "atifies tile restrictions and
preferences. Thi, consits of using "'conceptual constraints" to determine if the CD structure that would
te built is plausi.le. These constraints are predicates associated "ith CD primitive,. For example, the
h cational specitier INSIDE has a constraimt %thInch states that the content, mut be smaller than the
corii, liner o,

Ihe dianbiguation process can make us- of knos ledge structures that represent stereotypical domain
inhirmati,)n. lhe conflict resolution algorlihm also determines if tile CD structure that would be built
refers to a scene in an active script and prefers to build this t%pe of conceptualization. At the end of the

pare, if there is an ambiguous nominal, the possibilities are matched against the roles of the active scripts.
\ominal, that can be a script role are preferred.

2.2.2 APE-1I Dictionary

, The heart of APE-I is its dictionary, which, with the KRS list of frames, defines all the words that
.APE-II understands. The frames represent the objects of interest within thi .- world; they are the nouns
that APE understands. The dictionary defines all the non-nouns. In the case of APE-II,the latter are
almost all verbs with the addition of three adjectives, the a, cles and conjunctions, and two adverbs.
.APE-Il's dictionarv is small, about 120 wsords total, but the entries are typically quite complex, with many
lexical and structural expectations associated with each word sense. Because of the crucial importance of
gettig these expectations "exactly right," adding a new word to APE-Il's dictionary can be very difficult.
There is no canonical way of setting up these expectations; one usually derives them by observing the
behaor of the parser a,, it encounters the wsord in question in different contexts. Trial and error play a
large role.

De.pite this, it is not too hard to define news erbs for APE-I. Nor, is it hard to acid new nouns since
tlhee are. 1,r the most part. handled separatel, in the FRL. Hfow eser, there is a reason so few adjectives
anid ad,.erbs appear in the APE-II dcictionars the, are all but impossible to define adequately in terms of

P* ( s, ([) theory crew out of ca'e grarnmar, a semantic theory ba,,ed on the belief that it is possible to
i>derstand senience,; by reducing them to actions and case fillers for those actions such as agent, instru-

ment. location, and obiect. CD is thus VERB ORIENTED. A look at the semantic primitives proposed by
.hank shows that thev fall into this pattern; the primitives are primitive states and actions, that is, primi-

tioe serhal elements. CD was built to handle verbs, and it works fairly well at reducing them to primitives
and ,electional restrictions, but it has little to sav about other types of words. This problem is serious for
the d tionarv desivner sA ho must decide how to represent something like the adverb "recently" in a way

* that is comnistent with the re't of a CD parser. In APE -1II,the developers never did solve this problem,
and it remain' extreiiel di li.ult to define aiithn g but verbs.

,
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For this reason, a proposed addition to APE-lI's functionality, an interactive word definition package,
never worked satisfactorily. The idea was to enable a user to define a new word in the course of a session
with KRS. However, the process of specifying the definition was so tricky it made the plan unworkable.

Much of the effort and thought that went into making APE-I1 work went into the verb definitions. The
lexical and structural expectations and selectional restrictions used to disambiguate word senses contain a
great deal of domain-specific information about word usage in KRS. This knosledge, however, is 6
procedurall, rather than declaratively, expressed, leading to all the problems associated with similar non-
declarative designs. One problem is massive redundancy; many word senses rely on structural expectations
that arise from the same fact about something in the KRS domain. Another pioblem is that there is often
no way of obtaining needed information about the domain outside the context of disambiguating a word's
meaning. Finally, maintenance of the dictionary becomes expensive because changes in the domain must
be reflected in the expectations associated with dictionary items, and there is no alternative to tracking
down each relevant expectation "by hand" every time such a change must be made.

Another vexing problem related to maintaining the dictionary in APE-Il arises from the lack o1
canonicality in definitions. As shown below, the reliance on structural expectations to guide a parse
dooms an implementor to depending on a set of ad hoc procedures. There is no guarantee that any two
developers will define the same word the same way; in fact, it would be surprising if the two wrote identical
procedures to serve as structural expectations. As a result, it is often confusing to look back and try to
change a dictionary entry since the developer who created it may be long gone, and the procedural nature
of the definition may make it impossible to figure out the reasoning behind it. Semantics is not an exact

* science, and its major issues remain topics of debate; anything that makes it harder to deal with these
issues should be avoided.

2.2.3 SCRIPTS and User Goals

APE-I was implemented as a bottom-up parser, which used its dictionary to build up concepts from
the meaning of the words in an input structure. APE-I could understand many user commands and
queries in the sense that it could construct a CD to correspond to them and then match that CD to a KRS

%,, response. However, APE-II could not "understand" a question's point; it lacked any mechanism for
deriving a user's motives for asking a question. This meant that, in many cases, APE-IL could not evoke

i ~an efficient, cogent response to such a question. An example that shows how much of a handicap this
lack of in-depth understanding can be is pro,'ided by the following (the user is planning a strike mission
with KRS):

,' User: What planes does Hahn have? KNOBS: F-111 s, F-4Gs, and C-130s.

Of these planes, C-130s are unsuitable as a choice for an attack plane. If APE-II could have inferred that
the user was asking a question so as to plan a strike mission, it would not have listed the C-130s in the
response but would have confined the list to appropriate attack planes.

We decided to implement SCRIPTS, a context representation scheme developed by Schank and his
* . students, to solve the problem of inferring user goals. SCRIPTS represents,in declarative form, stereo-

typed knowledge about the objects and actions in a given domain. SCRIPTS is divided into scenes, small
chunks of description about specific actions in the realm of discourse. Scenes are connected to each other
by temporal links and by enabling and disabling links. In a script that describes the execution of a strike
mission, for example, one might have a -cene that describes the attack plane's takeoff, a scene that
described its flight to the target, and a scene that described its attack upon the target. Each of these scenes

Xe would be temporally linked, and the earlier scenes would enable the later.

We believed that by figuring out what scene you were in, you could figure out user goals in asking a
question. We developed a design strategy based on this belief and drew up a small script that described
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the execution of an air attack mission. However, the full script was never implemented, and APE-Il never
developed the ability to determine user goals. We still believe that scripts have an important role to play
in determining user goals and are committed to a script-based implementation of a parser other than
APE-IL. Because the implementation of scripts never progressed beyond embryonic form in APE-II, one
cannot draw any conclusions about SCRIPTS' utility from the APE-Il experience.

Consensus of the research staff, however, is that we had made at least one error in the initial approach
to SCRIPTS. The script we designed mirrored the EXECUTION of a mission. The goal of the user is to
PLAN a mission. Had we designed a planning script rather than an execution script, we might have found
that determination of user goals was as simple as identifying the current scene of the script. That is, if the
script were in the "plan the choice of attack aircraft scene" and the user asked a question about aircraft,

one could assume from the scene that his goal was to choose an attack plane.

2.3 EVALUATION OF APE-I PERFORMANCE

APE-II should be viewed as an experiment in natural language research. It is by no means the final
word on natural language parsing; some of its results offer promising leads for further work while others
must be regarded as dead ends. It is our belief that the APE-I experiment provided a rigorous test of CD
theory and that the most serious APE-II failures resulted from weaknesses inherent in that theory. As a
result, we believe that any evaluation of APE-II performance must be accompanied by a thorough discus-

sion of CD theory with respect to its implementation in a parser.

APE-I1 is fairly slow, although not unacceptably so. The user might have to wait several seconds for a
response to a valid input, but this is no worse than the wait he must experience while a mission window is
being created. The bottom up resolution of word meaning that APE-II uses to parse is an inherently slow
algorithm since it requires creation of numerous alternatives and choice among them; in this respect

APE-If is as fast as any CD parser and faster than some, such as SAM.

APE-I has two great strengths: it handles lexical ambiguity well, and it uses a powerful spelling
corrector which greatly eases the burden on the user who must rely on typed input as his only means of
communication with KRS. The importance of resolving lexical ambiguity cannot be overstated since it

* pervades natural language. APE-II rarely chooses the wrong sense of a word; when it sees the phrase
"How many planes can fly to the target?" it does not interpret the word "fly" as a kind of insect, nor does

it interpret "planes" as a geometric abstraction. APE-Il demonstrates that the use of selectional restric-
tions to guide the parser's choice of word sense works, and works well. Natural language work at MITRE
will make use of this experimental result.

However, APE-Il cannot handle several important linguistic phenomena, These include pronominal
reference and anaphora, ellipsis, and identification of the referent of a noun phrase. The designers of
APE-Il attempted to deal with each of these phenomena, but they never implemented a general solution
to the problems they pose. The following paragraphs discuss each of these issues in turn.

APE-II's worst failing is its general inability to find the referent of a noun phrase. Consider the
following fragment of user/expert system dialogue:

User: Refuel three F-4Cs at Hahn. KRS: Planes refueled.
User: Send three aircraft to Dresden. KRS: What type of aircraft would you
like to send?
User: The three planes I refueled at Hahn.

There is no way for APE-Il to find the objects to which the phrase "The three planes I refueled at
Hahn" refers. This is a serious problem since pc.ple freely refer to objects by noun phrases which
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describe their properties and history. APE-Il. however. has no s&aN to record and update the e~ent, which
an object in the KRS world might have undergone The problem. therefore. go, beod matching an _
input description to an object in the data base; it involves recording changes to such an ol)je.t as the
happen.

This failing is part of a more general problem in APE-Il, one that also in'oles pronoun% APE-Il. in
general, cannot find pronominal antecedents in a discourse One very limited case in "hich APE -ii does
match a pronoun to an antecedent is illustrated by the following dialogue

User. What kinds of planes does Hahn have' KRS F-4Cs. F-4Gs. and
C- 130s.
User: Which of its fighters can reach the target? KRS: F-4Gs can reach the
target from Hahn.

In this one case, APE-II matches the pronoun "its" to the location "Hahn" However. the solution to the
problem of pronominal reference used to understand the fragment above does not generalize to any other
case. This is because the solution involves two crucial limitations: (1) APE-lI can onl refer to the
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING USER INPUT, and (2) APE-Il treats the word -its" as a possessive
locative; that is to say, the definition of the word triggers the application of a rule that checks for an
unfilled location slot on the word "its" modifies. If the slot is empty, and if there is a location (read
airbase) in the IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING input, APE-Il will fill the slot with that location One can
see at once that this solution will not generalize to any other case and will not work for the vast bulk of
anaphoric problems. Indeed, it has at least one weird side effect as the following fragment of dialogue
shows:

User: What kinds of planes does Hahn have'? KRS: F-4Cs, F-4Gs. and
C-130s.
User: Which of its fighters can reach the target? KRS: F-4Gs can reach the
target from Hahn.
User: What ordnances do its fighters carry? KRS: Unable to parse. Could you
please rephrase that?

The designers' habit of applying non-extensible solutions to major linguistic problems eventually
undercut APE-II's utility as an interface. Without a model to describe anaphora and reference, APE-Il's
designers were unable to derive a general solution to these problems. In fact, the only theoretically com-
plete treatment of any linguistic problem in APE-Il was its treatment of word meaning; syntax,
pronominalization, reference, and ellipsis were all tackled piecemeal. The result was a system that some-
times worked and sometimes didn't, and a user could never predict whether his input would be under-

stood or not.

We believe that this piecemeal approach was at least partially a reflection of the anti-linguistic bias
inherent in CD theory. CD theory is alinguistic in the sense that it incorporates no explicit model of
language. Rather, CD theory is a theory of knowledge representation, and, in part, a psychological theory.
When it deals with knowledge representation issues, such aF word meaning, CD theory works fairly well,
but when it attempts to handle specifically linguistic phenomena such as ellipsis and pronominalizaton. it
fails. Furthermore, for a variety of reasons which we will soon discuss, CD theory is INIPLE.IENTA-
TIONALLY DANGEROUS. That is, it lends itself to implementations in which kes issues are neglected
and key mechanisms mishandled.

2.3.1 CD Theory is Implementationally Dangerous

The original scheme of CDs discussed by (Schank & Colby731 portrived the CD as eisting in a
multi-dimensional semantic network which incorporated the hierarchical links repreenting decomposi-
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tion into primitives in addition to other, non-hierarchical dependency links between concepts. The dia-
gram in figure 2-2, taken from Schank and Colby's Computer Models of Thought and Language, illus-
trate, the network structure of the CD for the decomposition of one sense of the word "threaten." In
Englishths diagram would mean: "X communicates something to Y with the consequence that Y now
heheves that Y doing something will have the consequence of X doing something else that has the conse-

quence of Y being hurt (actually, Y's health will decrease)."

Early implementations of CD-based parsers demonstrated the power of this approach to semantics,
hut the% also provided warnings about its dangers. A good example is MARGIE, developed by Schank,
Riebeck, Rieger, and Goldman. MARGIE relied heavily on semantic and structural expectations associ-
ated %%ith words. A close look at these expectations shows that they are not that different from semantic
actions used in more structural approaches to parsing and thus are not so much declarative as procedural.
For example, Schank writes of word expectations in MARGIE, "Associated with an expectation is a set of

actions that are performed if an expectation is fulfilled. In general these actions can be any kind of
hela\or a'ailable to the entity doing the comprehending."

x < > communicate <_

y > believe< 0
cf

Y <->do

x <->do
I~~~ I |-. ,

Y < hurt

Figure 2-2 CD Representation of "X Threatens Y"
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"A SAM threatens the OCA"

OCA <- > BELIEVE A

DO C> SAM

OCA - > HURT

Figure 2-3: Network Representation

(BELIEVE

(OBJECT

(ATTACK

OBJECT (0 CA)
AGENT (SAM)

ACTOR (OCA)))

Figure 2-4: Tree Representation
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MARGIE also depended on an inference mechanism that generated every possible inference it could
about an input sentence. This mechanism was powerful, but the lack of any ability to restrict the number
of inferences produced led to fatal implementation difficulties. Later implementations of CD-based sys-
tems overcame the second difficulty by relying on context representation schemes such as scripts. This
was the approach taken by the developers of KNOBS and its natural language front end, APE. How-

ever,the first problem, the dangers of relying on procedural actions associated with structural expectations,
not only was not resolved, it was not even discussed as a problem by many researchers.

APE-I uses a dictionary of word sense meanings to build an internal conceptual dependency for an input

sentence. As in MARGIE, expectations associated with each word sense are used to narrow possible
interpretations. The output of the parser (which cannot now parse our example sentence) was a concep-

tual dependency represented as a tree.

We believe APE's major weaknesses are due to these factors:

CDs were -epresented as trees (i.e., implemented as LISP
lists whose first element is the name of the concept and

whose other elements are attributes). This doomed
APE's ability to match question patterns against the

question's CDs for reasons we discuss below.

Word sense disambiguation depended on structural

expectations associated with each vocabulary item.
As we shall show, this limited the parser's ability to
deal with ungrammatical or fragmented input.

Each word, and each sense of each word, is unrelated

to anything else. For example, "threaten" in the
CD diagram and "threaten" in our sample sentences
are clearly different but related senses of the lexeme.
In APE-II, there is virtually no relation between the two.

The set of "primitive" relational and action concepts was large.
This choice was inevitable, and also destroyed APE's flexibility.
We'll present a "doomed if you do; doomed if you don't"

analysis showing why this dilemma cannot be resolved
in the classic CD approach.

2.3.2 Do Not Represent Conceptual Dependencies as Trees

The fact that dependencies among concepts were not restricted to decompositonal links is crucial,
but this is something that has been overlooked by a number of researchers who have attempted to
implement parsers based on CD. The source of the overwhelming temptation to represent CDs as trees is
clear: they're easier to build that way, and a recursive response mechanism virtually demands a tree-like
organization.

Trees are purely hierarchical structures with links from parent node to child subnode running in one
direction. When CDs are represented as trees the only links among concepts are the direct links from CD
to constituent; reverse links and other interrelationships are not

represented. The distinction between "tree" and "network" is technical but crucial--the contrasting rep-
resentations of two CDs shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4 makes this distinction clear.
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This reliance on trees is, in fact, one of the worst weaknesses of APE's implementation. Rather than
maintaining the net structure that relates concepts in many different ways, APE-II implemented CDs as
tree structures whose roots were semantic primitives. Lateral links were simply not used, with the result
that all relationships between concepts were reduced to decomposition. In APE-II, only one level of
branching was implemented so that the trees were basically flat structures.

Other CD parsers also rely on flat tree structures (LISP lists) to represent word definitions. For
example, figure 2-5 contains a definition of the word "crash" taken from a CD parser discussed as a
model for researchers by Birnbaum and Selfridge in Inside Computer Understanding. This approach
failed to exploit the true power of CDs to express relationships between word meanings. Because the only
option available was a tree-oriented definition in terms of a root and a leaf, developers inevitably suc-
cumbed to the temptation to write recursive descent matchers against the definitions. This meant that
concepts with considerable meaning overlap but which did not share the same tree structure could not
match one another unless the matching algorithm moved from simple recursive descent to more complex
pattern matching. As a result of this weakness,developers either had to warp their recursive tree matchers
or overlook meaning generalizations.

Definition of "Crash"

(DEF CRASH
(REQUEST REQ14

[TEST: TI
[ACTIONS:
"SET STRO TO (PROPEL ACTOR (NIL)

OBJECT (PP CLASS (PHTSOBJ) TYPE GROUND))
PLACE (NIL))

ADD STRO TO C-LIST

"ACTIVATE
(REQUEST REQ15

[TEST: "FIND A PP WHICH IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT

PRECEDING STRO ON THE C-LIST"
[ACTIONS: "PUT IT IN THE ACTOR SLOT OF STRO"])
(REQUEST REZ16

[TEST: "FIND A PP WHICH IS A LOCATION ON THE C-LIST"]
[ACTIONS: "PUT IT IN THE PLACE SLOT OF STRO"]]]

Figure 
2-5

Tree matchers know where to look for the start of their target pattern: the root. Network matchers do
not know where to look; they must find the pattern by searching throughout the netm~ork. This is why they
are computationally costly. However, the more one warps the kind of matcher used in APE-Il the closerIone moves toward a network matcher rather than toward a tree matcher. On the other hand, if one does
not move in this directionone has to capture meaning relationships by putting some kind of annotation
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into the vocabulary entries. A more effective approach to the use of CDs is to follow the original CD
scheme as proposed by Schank, in other words to embed the concepts in a network from the start. The
network becomes the declarative component of the knowledge base, as it is in Schank's original model.

One can also write network patterns to be matched against the network resulting from a parse. In
APE-1I, even if the question "Does the SAM threaten the mission" could be answered, there would be
no chance of answering the very similar "Can the SAMs hurt the mission," even though the central part of
the network is (or, at least, ought to be) identical in both questions. If built as trees, the two questions
have completely different structures.

2.3.3 Reliance on Structural Expectations Carries a Heavy Price

Objections to relying on structural expectations are based on more than aesthetics. One of the
advantages claimed by CD advocates is that CD-based parsing allows the system to understand ungram-
matical or fragmented sentences. Because the parsing is driven by word meanings rather than by syntax,
ungrammatical but semantically meaningful input should be understandable. However, as the need to use
lexical and structural expectations grows, the power of a CD-based parser to understand ungrammatical
input declines. Developers are caught in a cleft stick; if they forego the use of structural expectations,they
lose their most reliable guide to lexical disambiguation. If, however, they rely heavily on structural expec-
tations they find themselves restricted to those sentence structures from which such expectations were
derived. Thus, one of the key "promised benefits" gained by using a CD approach is unavailable to most
CD developers.

In text understanding systems that deal with complete and usually grammatical sentencesfthis problem
might be overlooked. APE-II, however, serves as the front end to an expert system; users engage in a
dialogue with that system, and they frequently resort to sentence fragments. The developers of APE-Il, in
fact, had that in mind when they chose to implement a CD-based scheme. Their hopes of exploiting that
scheme's ability to handle ungrammatical input could not be realized because of their dependence on
structural guides to disambiguation.

2.3.4 Do Not Ignore Syntactic Relationships

APE-II had a very primitive facility for defining synonyms: a lexical substitution took place after the
string was read from the terminal, but before the scripts or parser saw the characters. This meant that
word similarity was an all or nothing thing: either two words were unrelated or one meant exactly the
same as the other.

The inability to define word and word-sense similarities would not have been debilitating, except that
adding new vocabulary was not only difficult, but actually became more difficult as the vocabulary
increased. Since none of the burden of parsing could be placed on a syntactic component (the implemen-
tors dogmatically insisted that "there is no need for syntax"), all interword relations had to be encoded in
so-called lexical and structural expectations. As the vocabulary increased, so too did the complexity of
these expectations.

As proof of the syntactic nature of word expectations, consider the admission of Birnhaurn and
Selfridge in Inside Computer Understanding that "In syntactic analyzers, the expectations are derived
from a grammar. In conceptual analyzers, the expectations are governed instead by the incomplete struc-
tures representing the meaning of the input." In the same work, the authors give an example of a word
definition (fig. 2-5) in which a host of syntactic and semantic information is huried inside a set of expecta-
tions, tests, and procedures. Not only does this approach toward word definition limit the parser's abillt
to understand ungrammatical input, it also makes it exceedingly difficult to figure out ho to add a new
word to the system. A look at the definition for "crash" in figure 2-5 is not reassuring in this respect.
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In APE-ll,the difficulty of defining words became a serious obstacle to anyone trying to extend the

parser to a new domain since APE-Il relied on a dictionary of baroque complexity. Moreover, the

practical experience of dealing with vocabulary in APE-Il showed that defining a new word entailed
entering a debugging loop in which the developer tried out sentence after sentence using the newly defined

ord until he finally tweaked the definition into acceptability.

The inattention to nonsemantic word relationships also accounts for APE's inability to explain why it

failed to parse a sentence: it didn't pay attention to that most basic of syntactic categories: part of

speech. Nor did APE-lI have any general way to identify relational categories such as "subject" or "main

verb." (Actually, it tried, hidden in the parser's primitives were lines of code that set internal flags that
were examined by the lexical and structural expectations. These flags constituted an ill-conceived ad hoc

syntactic component). The result, however, is that there is simply no way for it to say "Gee, that sentence
has no verb."

It happens that in the limited context of OCA missions, the verbs "hit," "bomb," "strike," and "take

out" are all synonyms. Couple this fact with a good morphological decomposition component, and a
system that uses both syntactic and CD-based semantic parsing can realize a quantum leap in word use

flexibility. But you must have syntax!

2.3.5 Believe Not in Primitives: Doomed If You Do

APE-I wisely did not use an "official" set of 11 primitive concepts (i.e., ATRANS, PTRANS,

NITRANS, and we can argue about the rest). From the viewpoint of APE-If, KNOBS, and its users, an
aircraft taking off from a runway is a "primitive" action in the sense that it is never expanded (in this

application). There are two excellent reasons for not expanding concepts into their defining semantic

networks: first, some subtle meaning is always lost in such a transformation (consider "John kicked the
ball" versus "John propelled the ball with his foot"; something is added, something is lost, and the two

are never completely equivalent); and secondly, there is a high cost in computational complexity if one

does.

If every concept is expanded into its "equivalent" semantic network, then the cost of matching pattern
against parsed "meaning representation" increases. If the CD is represented as a tree, then the computa-

tional complexity of the match grows linearly in the size of the parse. That's not too bad.

We have already shown that to capture meaning generalizations properly, one must rely on networks

rather than on trees. However, if the CD is represented as a true network (which must be done) then the

4complexity of matching grows as a high degree polynomial of the size of the parse and exponentially in the
size of the largest pattern. That kills performance.

If CDs are represented only in terms of primitive concepts, the natural language interface is either

doomed by its computational complexity or doomed by the weaknesses inherent in using trees to represent

meaning.

2.3.6 Believe in Primitives: Doomed If You Don't

Suppose I tell you that "The SAM at MERSEBURG-B threatens OCA1001." Now I ask "Can the

SAM at MERSEBURG-B attack OCA1001?" Pretend that APE-l can parse both sentences. Unless it

expands CDs to a small set of primitives, it will not generally be able to match the question to the assertion
abecause the semantic relationship between threaten and attack will not be captured.

The intellectual weakness the CD approach perpetrates is that one can always "hack" one more

sentence. In the above, one can make sure that the lexeme "threaten" and "attack" share a word

sense realization. But for a general solution, one needs to rely on the fact that similar meanings are

represented in structurally similar manners.
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The CD advocates rightfully claim that its "canonical representation of meaning" is one of its strong
points. This property is necessary if one is to have any hope of processing the representation in a
uniform manner. However, even if CDs provide such canonical representations of meanings, implementa-
tions of CD.based systems rely on ad hoc dictionaries. What does the word "canonical" mean if one ends
up %ith an implementation in which vocabulary is defined in terms of tests and actions that "can be any
kind of behavior available to the entity doing the comprehending"?

2.4 FUTURE WORK 4

On balance, then, APE-I1 tested CD theory and found it wanting. APE's strength is its treatment of
lexical ambiguity through selectional restrictions and case grammar. Its weaknesses are due to its lack of a
strong linguistic model and to its lack of a fully developed contextual representation scheme. A mature
script mechanism, a powerful case grammar, and an explicit linguistic model of English are needed to
develop a parser which can accept and understand most user inputs in a restricted domain, explain errors
and misunderstandings, and derive the referent of pronouns and noun phrases. CD theory is not enough.

One can regard the experience of the project with APE-Il as an experiment. One result of the
experiment has been summarized above: CD theory is insufficient. Looked at in a more positive light,
however, the APE-II experience provides a host of valuable pointers about directions for future work in
natural language.

Interestingly, CD advocates themselves have quietly come to some of the conclusions discussed above.
Today, CD based parsers include syntactic analyzers as a matter of course. There is also less attention
paid to the issue of "getting the canonical primitives just right." CD research has come a long way from
the rather dogmatic early days; most researchers in natural language would agree that there is Po point in
spending time arguing over the merits of a strictly semantic system versus a more hybrid approach; the
most challenging issues are in other areas.

In the first place, future work on a natural language interface should make more use of scripts as a
mechanism to define and identify user goals. It is indeed important to give a natural language interface an
ability to understand a user's point in asking a question, and scripts are a good place to tie user goals and
user questions together. Follow-on work at MITRE will concentrate on this task; without the results
provided by the KRS project, we would be at a loss for a starting point.

Another new direction for natural language research is in knowledge representation as it relates to
word definition. A more general, less tempermental, and more automated method of defining words must
be found. One key to this is to isolate syntactic and morphological information in one place rather than
distributing it throughout vocabulary. This will greatly reduce the burden of defining a new word, but it
does not do away with the need to find a reliable semantic representation scheme. The search for the
latter should be a major priority for researchers engaged in follow-on work.

Finally, researchers must spend more time dealing with the issues raised by portability. Tools to ease
the process of moving the interface from one backend to another should become a priority. Such tools
should, at a minimum, reduce the time needed to define new words and new scripts.

4,
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SECTION 3 - THE KRS ARCHITECTURE

3.0 KRS ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

A number of knowledge-based application programs, such as MYCIN [Shortliffe 76] and a prelimi- I
nary version of KNOBS, have been constructed as pure production systems. The advantages of such
systems, particularly the facileness of explanation and modification as well as the encapsulation of

knowledge into discrete nuggets, pertains to the KRS applications. Rules are an effective means to

express knowledge about choices of weapons and platforms, for example, since such knowledge is judg-

mental, and must be easily modified to support tactical improvisation. However, the considerations in-

volved can span several data bases (resources, targets, geography, weather), making the localization of
any data item problematic.

In this sectionwe discuss the basic components of KRS and, in some cases, contrast the KRS imple-

mentation to KNOBS. System components carried over from KNOBS unchanged are not discussed. A

good description of KNOBS can be found in [Engelman 79] and [Brown 86].

3.1 FRAMES

A set of labeled items to be provided with values is the simplest case of a structure called a frame.

The popularity of frames as a knowledge representation technique arose from an article by Minsky

[Minsky 751. Frames generalize the concept of a property list for an object, or a set of attribute-value

pairs, as a natural format for storing knowledge about the object. KRS uses frames both for general

factual knowledge about airbases, aircraft, etc., and to represent missions.

A number of frame representation languages or data access packages, seven of which are discussed in

[Stefik 79], have been developed as LISP extensions. One of these is a system called FRL (for "Frame

Representation Language"). Developed at MIT by Roberts and Goldstein, it implements a particular

model of frames and provides functions to create and manipulate them [Roberts 77a]. FRL was written in

MACLISP and translated into INTERLISP for KNOBS (Ericson 79] and then to Zetalisp for the 3600.

Several extensions to FRL have been made, of which the most important is the frame instantiator

discussed in the next section.

Among the systems available, FRL was chosen largely because of its architectural simplicity. FRL's

capacity to inherit values along semantic pointer paths, and to store and automatically trigger procedures

has found considerable use in KNOBS. Nevertheless, one of the other systems, or one created specifically

for KNOBS, might very well have been satisfactory, at least as a starting point.
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An FRL frame is a nested association list. The frame has up to five levels of embedding, indicated

below:

(frame
(slot (facet (datum (label message ...

(datum ... )...)
(facet ... )...)

(slot ...)

AWhat we have been calling an "item" is a "slot" in FRL. The value of a slot is a datum within a

SVALUE facet. There are a few other standard facets whose significance is built into the FRL

package. Among these, the SIF-ADDED, SIF-NEEDED, and $DEFAULT facets are discussed below.

One may put arbitrary facets into a frame, and the standard facets need not all be present.

3.1.1 The Data Base

The data base for the Air Force application has information about 53 tactical units distributed among

eight airbases in Germany and Great Britain. There are 600 frames in the target data base. This
translates to 303 targets plus their subcomponents, which are currently not considered as separate targets.
The data base contains generic information such as the speeds and ranges of 18 types of aircraft and the
kinds of radar associated with several types of Soviet surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). The data are
plausible, but neither classified nor accurate.

Besides specific data such as the range of a particular type of aircraft or the location of an airbase,

the frame system also stores semantic information, showing relationships between objects. In our

current application, it is essential to know, for example, that an F-4C is a kind of fighter, which is, in
turn, a kind of aircraft. Semantic links between objects of the type "A is a kind of B," are supported

in a frame data base by providing frame A with an "a-kind-of" (AKO) slot whose value is the (name of)

*i frame B.

Frames can represent either generic concepts or individuals. The frame TARGET is an example of a

generic frame. It has an INSTANCES item with a list of five values: PASSAGE, FACILITY,
ELECTRONICS, WEAPON, and VEHICLE. Each of these is the name of a generic frame having an
AKO slot with value TARGET. AKO is the relationship inverse to INSTANCES. PASSAGE and the
other frames mentioned are also generic; AKO may be thought of as meaning "subclass."

The OCA generic frame has an INDIVIDUAI!S slot with values such as OCA1001, a current mission
being planned by the user. Each mission frame has "an -individual-of" (AIO) slot, with value OCA.
AIO is really set membership. (Individuals were referred to as "instances" in [Stefik 791 and

[Szolovits 771).

Other common relationships between KNOBS frames are: "a-part-of" (APO) with the inverse
"parts-of-which-are"(POWA) and TEMPLATE with the inverse "a-template -of" (ATO). Many items

have values (like numbers) that are not frames.
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3.1.2 FRL Functions

FRL provides a collection of functions for creating (DEFRAME, FCREATE, FRAME+), destroying
(FERASE, FDESTROY), updating (FPUT, FDELETE, FREMOVE), and retrieving information from
frames (FGET, MGET). The ones mentioned are representative. The FRL manual lists 63, and KRS has

added new ones. The functions MGET, FPN, FREMOVE, F-REPLACE, and DEFRAME are the main
interface functions between KRS and FRL.

The basic KRS function for retrieving information from a frame is MGET. MGET is called with an
access path to the part of the frame desired, and returns with a list of the values found. For example,
(MGET 'AIRCRAFT 'POWA '$VALUE) gets (SCL), representing aircraft as having a part called a
"standard configuration load."

3.1.3 Inheritance

If MGET is asked for the value under the $VALUE facet of a slot but there is no value, or the slot
itself is not present in the frame, it does not give up. Instead, it looks for a generic frame of which this
frame is an instance, listed under the AKO slot, and gets the value from there. As many AKO links
will be traversed as necessary until a value is found or no AKO link exists. Thus,a value under any slot S,

can be inherited from a higher-level generic frame.

MGET also recognizes AIO links. If some rule needed to check, for example, what the THREAT-

TYPE of target BE50432 was, the system would execute (MGET 'BE50432 'THREAT-TYPE
'SVALUE). Now, BE50432 does not have a THREAT-TYPE slot, but it is AIO SA-3, which is AKO

SAM. And the SAM frame has a THREAT-TYPE with value SAM-THREAT. For this sort of search
to make sense, only the first link in the chain can be an AIO; the rest have to be AKOs.

If the value is not present and there is no AKO link to follow, MGET looks for a $DEFAULT facet

and takes the value from there.

3.1.4 Procedural Attachment

Besides values and frame names, the data in slots may also be procedures that are activated

automatically as a result of FRL actions. $IF-ADDED and $IF-REMOVED expressions are evaluated
when a datum is added (by FPUT, for example) or removed (by FREMOVE) from the SVALUE slot.
An SIF-NEEDED facet is the conventional location for an expression intended to be evaluated when
MGET fails to find any value, even after following AKOs and looking for a $DEFAULT.

3.2 FRAME INSTANTIATOR

Filling in the item values for a particular mission is handled in KNOBS by instantiating a template. The
template is a frame with the same items as the new mission frame to be created, and serves as a pattern

for its slots. The template also contains a list of constraints which apply to the mission's slot values.

While this template information could have been put in the generic frame for each mission type, it
is felt that this information is so functionally distinct that a separate frame is more appropriate. t.

3.2.1 Template Slots

Let us take a closer look at a mission template frame. OCAT, the offensive counter-air mission

template, is given partially below. All of its slots are listed, but only some representative facets and data

are given.
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(OCAT
(AIO (SVALUE (TEMPLATE)))
(ATO (SVALUE (OCA)))
(TARGET (SPROMPT ((TARGET-PROMPT :FRAME)))

(STYPE ((ATOM (LITATOM))))

(PD..)

(AIRCRAFT ...)

(ACNUMBER ...)

(ORDNANCE ... )

(REFUELSVC ... )

(AIRBASE ... )

(UNIT...)
(TOT...)
(TD ... )

(CALL-SIGN ... )

(TRANSPONDER ...)

(FREQ ... )
(ATEND (SVALUE ((BK-SAM-VARN :FRAME))))
(ATBEGIN ($VALUE ... ))

(CONSTRAINTS (SVALUE ((((TGTP1 (TARGET) ... )

(ACP1 (AIRCRAFT) ... )

(SLOT-ORDER (SVALUE ((TARGET PD AIRCRAFT AIRBASE ORDNANCE
ACNUMBER UNIT TD TOT)))))

When KRS is given the command to create an OCA mission, like OCA1001, a new mission frame is

created Aith only an AIO slot pointing to the OCA frame. When the user selects the ADD/REPLACE
option for a slot, the desired new value is obtained in a manner determined by evaluating any expression

found in the SPROMPT facet under that slot in the template. If the SPROMPT facet is absent (the usual
case), a type-in window is provided for the user to input the value.

The input is given a type check to see if it is suitable for the current item; these restrictions are

found in the STYPE facet for each template item. A value that has passed its type check is inserted as a
datum in SVALUE facet of the mission slot. For some item slots there is a STRANSLATE facet specify-
ing a function used to convert the value from the user's input format to some internal form.

3.2.2 Automatic Slots and Warning

. 2 Certain mission menu items like CALL-SIGN have "-Automatic-" beside them. These slots have
values that can be calculated in a routine automatable fashion, and are filled in automatically by KNOBS

as soon as the items on which they depend are available. A CALL-SIGN, for example, can be
assigned as soon as the UNIT and ACNUMBER are filled without error. Automatic slots are filled in by

'demons," which are like constraints except that they are executed for their effects and not to test their

arguments. A demon reference looks just like an ordinary constraint reference except that "-DE-
MON"' appears among its lags.

Some demons could probablv be implemented simply through the use of the SIF-ADDED and
SIF-REMOVED facets of the slots that constitute the demon arguments.
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3.3 CHOICE GENERATION AND PLANNING

KRS has four facilities to help the planner make choices for mission items, ordered by increasing

level of initiative exercised by the system: (1) Constraint checking, is performed after the planner
proposes a value. (2) Acceptable choices can be enumerated. A choice is "acceptable" if It does not
\iolate any constraint, given the present assignment of item values. (3) After enumeration, an ordering
request will order the enumerated choices by preference. (4) The planner can just request

"AUTOPLAN" to invoke the AUTOPLAN facility; this finds a consistent set of preferred values for
all of the remaining items, or determines that a consistent assignment does not exist. The discussions

of autoplanning in this section only deals with the planning of a single mission. KRS also uses strategic-
base planning and replanning for multiple missions and this is discussed in section 4.

3.3.1 Constraints

A constraint reference has the fo'm:

(constraint arglist spec flags slots)

Some or all of the items in the arglist are the names of slots in the current mission frame that are
involved in the constraint. However, KRS also handles constraints that involve values from several

frames needed for example, to coordinate OCA and refueling missions. To obtain a slot in a frame other
than the current mission (a remote slot), an access path appears in the arglist instead of just the slot
name. For example,

(LOC REFUELSVC STATION ORBIT LOCATION)

references the LOCATION slot in the frame filling the ORBIT slot in the frame found in the STATION
slot of the frame filling the REFUELSVC slot at the current frame. This argument will be referred to by
the name "LOC" within the "spec".

The "spec" is a specification that indicates when the constraint is "timely"; i.e., when enough of its

arguments have values available so that the constraint function can be evaluated. Even when a slot has

a value, it may have been involved in the failure of a higher priority constraint, in which case we say
that the slot is "trapped" a- a higher level. Some constraints can use trapped values, while others

should not.

A timeliness specification is a Boolean expression whose terms are slot names (or argument names,
in the case of remote slots). The specification

('AND' TARGET ('OR' UNIT AIRCRAFT))

means that the constraint can be evaluated if the TARGET slot has a value and either the UNIT or
AIRCRAFT slot does. In other words, an occurrence of a slot or argument name in a specification

is interpreted as TRUE if the slot has a value and the slot is not trapped, FALSE otherwise. Other
Boolean connectives may also be used: *NOT*, 'XOR*, and *AT-LEAST* (a threshold function).

Although a slot is not ordinarily considered available if it is trapped, the term (*TRAP-IGNORE*

slot) in place of "slot" is TRUE if the slot has a value, whether it is trapped or not. (*TRAP-HIDE'

'lot) is similar, except that the constraint receives NIL in place of the trapped slot value. (*OPT* slot)

S.means that the the timeliness of the constraint will be unaffected hy the slot having no value,

athough an *OPT* term is still FALSE if the slot is present and trapped.

Following the spec in the constraint reference is a list of flags. The only flags currently in use are

the *DEM1ON mentioned above, and ('.*MASTER* ... which is discussed below in the subsection on

multiple frame co-instantiation.
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The slots part contains information relevant to the applicability of a constraint to a slot. Normally, a
constraint should be considered (if it is timely) whenever a slot in its arglist has a value change. This can,
however, be more complicated, especially when remote slots are involved. A change in a slot that is a link
in an access path should trigger a constraint even though that slot is not in the arglist.

The constraint references appear in the CONSTRAINTS slot of a template. A loaded template ij
converted to its run-time form during initializations. In its simplest form, a constraint reference will con-
tain only the constraint name and arglist, and the remaining elements will be calculated at initialization.

3.3.1.1 Non-Monotonic Logic

A planner in the process of instantiating a mission is interacting with a logical system

containing statements about the values of the mission items: has a given value been specified, and has it
passed all constraints which can be evaluated and which affect it (given other values are known and
accepted)? In normal or "monotonic" logic, values are either good or bad and adding new
information can never change a valid conclusion. Thus, the statement set will grow monotonically as

new information is added.

KRS takes the point of view that when a constraint is violated, any one of the items involved
may be at fault, not necessarily the new one. Adding a value may trigger a constraint which says that
not only is the new value in trouble, but so are others which previously had no problems. This
means that new information may cause old conclusions to be revised, making our logical system
,non-monotonic" [McDermott 78, McDermott 80, Reiter 79].

3.3.2 Enumeration

Note, first of all, that there are two kinds of mission items: "discrete" items with an explicit list of

possible values, and "continuous" items that have an infinite choice of possible values. The discrete
item AIRCRAFT has only the values F-4C, F-1 I1E, etc., found by inheriting the INSTANCES of the

generic AIRCRAFT frame. TD slots are effectively continuous, however, and can be filled with any
date-time combination. An enumeration of possible values for a continuous item is expressed in terms of
intervals [A, B] from a low value to a high value. If the value is unrestricted above or below, this is
indicated by an arbitrary practical bound; for example, there is an "end-of-time" date for in the future '-
from now that serves as an upper bound for all time values.

A simple way to find all acceptable values for an item would be to start with a list of all possible
values, and then apply every timely constraint to each possible value. Unfortunately, it is impossible
to test all the values in a continuous interval, and even for an explicit list it.may be inefficient.

Instead, constraints are "inverted" wherever possible. Inverting a constraint means listing all of the
values for an item that are acceptable to that constraint, given all the other arguments of the

constraint. A constraint may or may not be invertible for any one of its arguments.

Enumeration, therefore, works like this: the appropriate inversion function of each of the timely
constraints is run to get a list or range of values acceptable to that constraint. These lists are intersected
to find those values acceptable to all the invertible constraints. If the result is an explicit list, the
timely non-invertible constraints are checked to see if any of the values on that list should be elimi-
nated. This is because filters are run on the final intersection of values returned by the generators. It is

possible that a value eliminated (by omission) by a generator would also have failed a filter which has a
higher priority than the generator. An explanation of this failure should be based on the filter, but

additional processing is required to detect this. Having a generator version of every constraint would :%
bypass this problem.
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KNOBS automatically sorts the template's constraint references for each slot into a SGENERA1ORS
facet for inverted constraints, and a SFILTERS facet for the remaining constraints that could not he
inverted efficiently.

As an example, here is the relevant portion of the ORDNANCE slot in
the OCA template:

(ORDNANCE

($GENERATORS
(((ORD-FROM-P1 ...

(ORDNANCE-FROM-USERPI

(ORD-FROM-AC-l ...)
(ORDNANCE-FROM-UNIT-ORDN ANCEP I
(ORDNANCE-FROM-ACAVAILPI

(SFILTERS
(((TARGORDP1 ... )

(PDCHKPI ... )))))

The ORDNANCE slot has five generators and two filters The ORD-FRO'%-A(-I generattr, f.,r
example, inverts the constraint ACORDPI which tests whether an ordnance is carried bi a gisen aircraft
The generator instead takes only the aircraft as its argument and performs a data base lokvp. returnini a
list of all ordnances that the aircraft can carry. Depending on the situation, enumer-iion (f ORD\sA\(

would start with a list of all ordnances, remove any not on the restriction lit it the user has re'tr ,ic,'
ORDNANCE), remove those not carried by the aircraft (if the aircraft is knowni, di-card those i,,

supplied by the unit (if known), and finally remove any that will not ne asailahle from the unt iln sutic,ernt
quantity at the time of the mission (if this can he determinedi An% surs iors "ould then he filtered.
rejecting those not appropriate for the target type or which do not achieve the desired prohahillt it
destruction. In a typical case, some or most of the generators and filters will not he timel. because
required arguments will not yet be known.

The user can request enumeration of a slot by clicking right with the mouse on that h)ot to produce a
menu of slot operations. Mousing on "Enumerate" will produce a menu of possihle values One () thee
can then be selected. Alternatively. the user can ask for "acceptable" value, for a slot using Engtlish
input.

3.3.3 Ordering

The ordering option ranks the list of acceptable choices. "sith (,me %alue- i:ed \,,t al! i-l..t,
ordered. Continuous slots are not orderable. and e,.en dicrete ,lt ,, ttetn .ann,,t he rea ,r .ta', t
dered. However, subranges of continuous slots can he ordered Fr t-,,r-ve. :t ir,,'L .,.
planned for a certain day but with no other restrictions on time. ke m ,c: .rCr '!,v T1I 1 . : , .+

1100, 1400 - 1500. 0700 - 0900. etc This Aould tend !4) ,rvae A::, .e 4r. :

morning and afternoon time periods

Choices are ordered on the basi tf preter,-nce riile, lhe ".,+t . ,. .-

sv metimes be used to break ties. Preference ruie, ire like x: r., r r A r c l ',. Ljj' .

are of the form:

(SUGGEST-item ?IS\ t'pe)

where "item" is a mission item like ORD A\s(s .. ard t,,pe- i- a cut Crc , i- 1 . "

item as INSTANCES or INDI'IDI AI.S For exaniprle. 1r -,;v

% .,',
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MlRJ-O-R .TIIRF-\F (iFARGIFT '\IS\ "ITA-RGn)
-\IR8OR\F-DFFNSE-ACTIVlTY 'TARG 'D)

= 'D 4Mf

iSL.(jGES'I -\IRCRAFT '\tSN FIGjHTER)
St GGESIF-ORDN.ANCE \ISN AIR-TO-AIRM)

.fite i.ith air-toi-air ordnance be used when the enemy~ fighter defense of the target is
t~:i hen iirderir,: a Iiq t air.~raft, therefore, fighters will be given a higher recommenda-

utvr. d -khen ordering a li~t oft \seapon loads, those that include munitions with air-to-air
_IPA i~lti 'Al!e preferred Fhe filial ChoiCes Must, of course, still result in aircraft that are configured to
........ i:e leired damage on the ground target

_ser ,eque~t to order the Possible '.alUeS for a slot is accomplished by selecting "order" from either
x'1'nen. !operations or from an enumeration menu following enumeration of an orderable slot.

A\ ment. Aii "e produced Aith the preferred '.alues toward the top and equally recommended values
:k _Ime m-Ie 'Cliking left or right on a ,~alue will then select it for the slot. Clicking middle wvill

"I.e r,mted -mlianation it the ranking of that \alue

4 FR0\1 KNOBS TO KRS

The e ,tiii trim KNOBS to KRS included work on constraint references, enumeration, order-
- . it re.,ords ;utplanning. cons.traint diagnostic information, and resource tracking.

3 4. 1 ( onstraint References

There ha' nit feer much Jhange in thie form iii constraint reference as developed in KNOBS and
%crre .~r- KRS Hrs~e~er. the dleielopment of refueling missions in KNOBS and, consequently.

n'tr.it thit .ross frame boundaries w4as new and somewhat incomplete. A lot of work went into

.r_'etatn_'ing the co~de and getting it to "ork In particular. the code that initialized termplates, complet-
ri'trarmt, reference field,, and assigning generators and filters to slots did not always handle access

rimzhs rperi. For example. it did not realize that a constraint depending on the OCA REFUELSVC

And ORB LOC'ATION slots was applicable to the STN ORBIT slot. Although this slot is not an argument.
I' .ri n ie rit1 -,,nnecting two arguments. and changing its value will change the orbit, and therefore, also

're r", t .' i TinIhe code hecking trmelineos and retrie\unf! 'alues for slot arguments also had some

2r t fin A: ra- ~ths In ~oeplace,,. it failed to consider the *MASTER* specification identifying
t' V path -niil\'e if the information calculated for template initializ.ation

- ;v .. ,m...* e 1 (T ~I) F Aa i. en icnored in situati ins \khere it aireads had the precise informa-

I -:1:* . * rm~t 1.. .~ ~ci.. ua ked .,ii it h cerr(ors is here paths, w.ere involved.

............. I e r e .e .r.~ rm n e -k eerte n t e ni ierihie. a ncf,tfierefh rc . .. .. . o not be autoplanned--
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A generator now has access to the candidates that have survived all earlier generators. In some cases,
generators end up operating in a manner similar to filters by running a test on each value. It is more
efficient to limit this test to the remaining candidates instead of all initial instances.

A generator can also return a no change token to indicate that it did not consider itself applicable and
that enumeration should proceed with the previous list of remaining candidates. For example, a user-re-
striction constraint returns the restriction set for a slot and these values are intersected with the previous
candidates to obtain the new candidate list. If a slot had no restriction, it had to generate a result that was
sure to contain all previous values, so that none would be eliminated in the intersection. It now can simply
indicate that there should be no change.

Generators now may return diagnostic information as well as successes and LISPTRAN information.

Enumeration is now better at handling ranges. In some cases, ranges have been converted to discrete
values. PD, for example, may in theory be represented by a range between zero and one. It seems
reasonable for enumeration to provide a menu of discrete values at 0.05 intervals, allowing the user to
make a selection with the mouse. If a user thinks there is a meaningful difference between 0.627 and
either 0.60 or 0.65 (and there isn't), then that value may still be input by hand. Even true ranges are
represented in popup menus. The user may select either end point or enter a mode that allows selection
of intermediate values.

3.4.3 Ordering

Most slots now have ordering functions. Probably the biggest difference is that ranges are now
orderable. Previously, ordering was only offered as part of an enumeration menu for discrete values,
something not used to display the results of enumerating range-valued slots. More importantly, no at-
tempt was made to write an ordering function for a continuous range. However, it does make sense to
break ranges up into an ordered set of subranges. In fact, the enumeration result may already contain
many intervals in a range (e.g., a TOT based on various intervals when an aircraft is available). Suppose a
TOT can occur at any time on the ATO date. If left unordered, AUTOPLAN would select the first time,
creating a mission carried out in the darkness of early morning for no good reason. It makes more sense
to recommend a period in mid-morning, followed by mid-afternoon, etc. There are other times when
ordering a range might simply consist of reversing it. For example, it might be preferable to have a tanker
carry a full load of fuel so that it is available for unexpected services. The amount of fuel would then be
an ordered range from the full load do.'n to the amount allocated for services.

3.4.4 History and Slot Status

A record of the origin of each slot's current value and restriction is maintained. This "status" indicates.
Mhether the value was input by the user, AUTOPLAN, the strategist, etc. This is particularly important
when the strategist is considering changes. User values are often considered more important than system
derived values. A separate status is maintained for each value in a multi-valued slot.

The show history agreement shows all the slot value insertions and deletions in a nost recent lirst
order. This can be useful in making changes, restoring old values, or returning to a pre-AUTOPLAN
state.

3.4.5 Multiargument Constraints, Restrictions, Timeliness and Autoplanning

It is often easy to write a KRS constraint that will return the correct answer once i, has known values
for all of its parameters. These values normally are found residing in the slots of a mission frame. If a slot
referenced by a constraint argument is empty, then the constraint is probably not "timely" and will not
contribute to the constraint check being performed. This seems to be a reasonable approach, but it does
sometimes lead to situations that are less than desirable.
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One problem stems from the fact that the same constraint mechanism is used for both automatic
planning and user-controlled slot filling. What may appear adequate and efficient in one mode can be
unreasonable and awkward in the other. For example, AUTOPLAN is specifically designed to handle the
possibility that a value returned by the enumeration and ordering process will fail to lead to the successful
completion of a mission. It is common, however, for a user to be less understanding. If a system-recom-
mended value immediately fails constraints, this is a clear discrepancy between a constraint and its genera-
tor (which should be corrected). But, while the user has to go to some trouble to delete the value and try
another, the same process during autoplanning amounts to little more than a momentary flash on the
screen before backtracking occurs and the next value is substituted. A more common situation occurs
when a recommended value is accepted, but then no value is found for the next slot enumerated. Again,
AUTOPLAN accepts this in stride, while the user wonders why the system failed to realize that the previ-
ous value would lead to failure. The answer is that the applicable constraint was not yet timely (since it
depended on possible values in the next slot) and,therefore, did not affect the previous choice.

The problem can become worse when constraints depend on a large number of slot values. In this
case, the user might plan several slots before encountering failures that are eventually traced back to one
of the first slots filled in. The cause of the failure might even be quite obscure and not something that was
reasonably predictable at a much earlier step. While this may make the situation more understandable, it
has also led to a much greater waste of time than the "dumber" failures discussed previously. It is even
possible that the automatic planning mode will start to look bad in this case. If a constraint waits until
each of seven different slots has a value before firing, and if many of these have large candidate pools or
ranges, then there can be a great amount of trial and error before all combinations are exhausted or a
solution is found. The situation becomes even worse when slots have fillers that are themselves missions
which also require planning.

A related problem occurs when slots have been restricted. When a slot has a restriction set, it has
always been the case that selecting a value not in this set will lead to a violation. Similarly, enumeration of
this slot will eliminate any values not in the restriction set. However, a constraint that relies on a slot that
is empty but restricted will still not be timely. Consider a constraint that makes sure that an aircraft is
found at the selected airbase. If an aircraft is selected when there is no value in the AIRBASE slot, then
this constraint does not fire. Suppose that AIRBASE is enumerated next and that there are no acceptable
candidates because the only airbases that have the aircraft are not in an existing restriction set. Again, a
user would probably prefer that this problem be detected during the earlier enumeration of AIRCRAFT.

It is apparent from these examples that there are times when it would be helpful if constraints and
generators were "smarter" and could fire and make correct decisions even when some required informa-
tion is not explicitly available.

3.4.5.1 Possible Solutions

One solution would be to write constraints that intelligently analyze the situation (both present values
and all future possibilities) so that a value is passed only if the mission can be successfully completed for
some set of subsequent values. The advantage would be that the user would never be led astray, and even
autoplanning would never need to back up. Assuming that a simple ordering function could be run on
initial candidates, enumeration conducted for AUTOPLAN would only have to return the first successful
candidate instead of the entire enumeration set. The disadvantage, of course, is that such an approach is
exceedingly complex and expensive. Also, while it is true that a user would rather wait a while to get a
correct answer during manual input, long pauses during autoplanning are probably less acceptable than
watching it at work trying various combinations.

Another approach would be to leave the constraints unchanged but alter the control structure to
accomplish the same goal. The simplest way would be to "quietly" autoplan after each user input (or even
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for each enumeration value) to ensure that thle mission can be completed. There i, not neces.oI,,,
difference between looking ahead at all combinations and actually going ahead and tr.ing them. li i,.I
case, the difference would be in what the system would allow the user to see. Agani, the expect ()I ti.,
approach is a main disadvantage. It could, however, be relatively simple to inplement.

A possible solution addressing combinatorial explosion during autoplanning %%ould be to retain the ()ld
approach but to make it smarter. If useful failure information is returned (and this has been mny~e-
mented), it would be possible to eliminate many of the candidates. After backing up, AUTOPLAN skmuld
avoid trying values that are destined to fail for reasons similar to the last failure. The problem in this case
is that failure information becomes less relevant as AUTOPLAN backs up further and further from the
failure it pertains to. It might still reduce trial and error to a reasonable level for autoplanning, but it o,
probably not applicable to the user-controlled mode.

It might also be desirable to have two different modes, one for user input and the other for autoplan-
ning. The previous two approaches discussed, for example, are each directed mainlk toward the problem,
occurring in a single mode.

There are also various ways of dealing with the specific case of restriction sets. The tsko main ideas ate
to handle the problem in the control structure (by calling the constraint with each value in the restrictlmn
set until one combination succeeds) or by changing constraints to check restrictions (and modii',ing the
timeliness check so that the constraint will fire). It is, however, perhaps a mistake to consider this prob-
lem separately. There does not seem to be much difference between an explicit restriction on a slot and
an implicit restriction resulting from the current state. In one case, the AIRBASE slot may be restricted t,
two values. In another case, it may be unrestricted but the aircraft already selected ma, only be present at
two different airbases.
3.4.5.2 Implementation

The need for a change was motivated most by experience with only two different types of contraWt,
One of these, the itinerary checker, checks that an aircraft can be at the right place at the right time. The
time, fuel, and location applicable to the arrival at and departure from each point in the itinerary niu1t be
consistent with each other and those for other points. This constraint depends on the TARGET, AIR-
BASE, AIRCRAFT, UNIT (since this may yield the airbase or aircraft), TD, TOT, and an
REFUELSVCs, The refuel services each have additional pertinent values - the service's START-TINIE,
DURATION, and DISBURSEMENT, and the orbit's LOCATION. The second multi-valued constraint
checks resource availability. The aircraft must be available in the type and quantity and at the location
required by the mission for the specified time interval. This constraint is, in some way, dependent ,
every slot in the OCA mission. The AIRCRAFT, ACNUMBER, TD, TOT, UNIT, AIRBASE, TARGET.
ORDNANCE, REFUELSVC and PD slots all affect availability by influencing the determination of one or
more of the following: aircraft type, number of aircraft needed, total time the aircraft are needed, and
source of the aircraft. The slots depend on each other in a somewhat circular fashion. Until tile times are

, known, we cannot know exactly when aircraft are needed or when a refueling rendezvous should occur.
But the times will not be known until other details of the trip have been calculated. The trial and error
method does not work very well in these cases. There are too many trials and too man\ errors, particu-
larly if each trial leads into a new set of refueling frames.

No general solution to the backtracking versus look-ahead problem has been developed. Instead, the
approach taken is basically to keep backtracking but to avoid it in specific cases. The availability and

itinerary constraints have consequently been written so that they fire very early in mis ion planning and
then continue to fire each time an additional value becomes known. They each depend on hypothesiiniim
about possible values of unfilLed slots. They are both fairly complex and expensive, have required quite a
bit of revision, and remain far less than perfect (although they also do a lot of good work). Writing
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generator versions for each of the many slots (which is more efficient than forcing the constraints to scr ,,
as filters) greatly increased the amount of code required. Both constraints now require at least the TAR-
GET, AIRBASE, and AIRCRAFT to be known before they will fire. (Currently, a knowledge of the UNIT
provides both AIRCRAFT and AIRBASE unambiguously, so the constraints will also fire with just TAR-
GET and UNIT.) The status of all other slots or restriction sets is obviously important to the calculation of

the constraint check, but does not affect the timeliness.

The itinerary checker for an OCA mission knows that the mission aircraft undergoes preparation at an
airbase, then departs for a target, and finally returns to the airbase, posibly with one or more refuelings

enroute. It creates a series of time-location-fuel POINTs, filling in values from applicable slots when they

are known. Specifically, the D-AB (depart airbase) POINT has a known location (tile airbase), might
have a known time (the TD) or a time range (the TD restriction set), and can be assumed to have known
fuel (maximum fuel for the configuration) since there is currently no way of (or motive for) specifving an

other amount. This point is preceded by PREP-AB, the preflight uploading which takes place at the
airbase. but does not have a direct user-specifiable time or fuel amount, although it does have a default
duration. It can also be assumed that the preparation starts sometime on or just prior to the day of the
ATO execution. A-TARGET has a known location (the target), possibly a known time or range (from
the TOT) and an unspecified fuel value. The departure from this POINT, D-TARGET. again has a
known location, follows the arrival at the target by a default duration, and has an unknown fuel amount
that will ultimately depend on the arrival fuel and the duration over the target. An A-REFUEL POINT
might initially not even know the location (for a PENDING refuel service, in which case the most con% en-
ient orbit location is hypothesized). may or may not know a service time, and generally wkill niot know thle
amount of fuel on arrival. The departure D-REFUEL is similar, but can at least assume (as a default)
that the aircraft has filled up. The final point is A-AB, the return to the airbase at a time and %kith a fuel
amount dependent on the previous point. The general idea is to create POINTs, fill in known values or
time ranges, make sure that each point has a location (calculating orbit locations if not knoz , and

connecting the points in the proper order.

The steps described so far may vary somewhat for different mission types. Once a chain of itinerarN
POINTs has been formed, it is submitted to a POINT consistency checker. This is the common code used
for checking all itineraries, whether for OCA, RFL, AEM, or SSM missions, and should not require much
future alteration. It is not concerned with the origin of values or how many different POINTs there are.
.Although it has some kno~sledge of default values, it will use them only if its caller has not provided
others. The addition of other types of POINTs (checkpoints, rendezvous points, etc.) also has little eflect, _
although some knowledge of default values should be added (such as the knowledge that an aircraft
normally does not consume either time or fuel in passing through a check point). Tile consistency

checker makes sure each POINT is consistent with the preceding and following POINTs. As it momes
forward, comparing each POINT vAith tile next, a time range may he compressed into{ a shorter range or
even a specific time. Such a change is also propagated back to the start when necessary. The checker is

prepared for any combination of tpes of values: The time may he specified, may be a range, or ma\ be
totally unknown; the location is always known; the fuel amount may be kin wl, or mlre cOrnnih l],,.
unkno n; additionalls the time duration or fuel use between tmo point, ma S be kn in csen len thci'
'aluews are unkrimn\n. B,, the tirne a pair of punts is considered, the tr", t p ;lt m tihel 11 pair 11,1[ ':e
kno\An location, a kno\An fuel a oiunt, and either a knowkn time or time it.ce Ati rIi,, ,
detected. Some, s.uch ias Usink! more Ilfel and time than necessars hei n ee ,t A p, t, kei pIlH

ultimatel iIt result in a warning. assummin that the it. ,erarv remains lealshle. Other dli, i; ,i1c, %%li
result in a (iltion (f the constraint%

5%

The sequence of PoINls, ss th their computed alues, make up the tmnera r oif lhe ir ,itsii ()::ci . 0
is a hspothesi/ed itinerar%, since mans of its %alues have not actal been specIW ed Set. IIie crate

resulting Irum either enumeration or [lit lilline are stored on the relevant irarie lIhe can dcii he ied
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without recalculation by other constraints or by their own generators. For example, tie availability con-
straint always fires after the itinerary has been calculated, and it uses this itinerary to obtain the mission
times for which the aircraft must be available. Similarly, during the actual planning of refueling misionns,
an attempt is made to obtain an orbit located at the location hypothesized by the itinerary constraint.

The availability constraint has been made relatively simple (considering that it has eight generators in
addition to the constraint) by tying it to the itinerary constraint. This is a compromise that results in
occasional failures in foreseeing future dead ends. A slightly earlier version, which rarely failed, would
fire on almost no information and cause long pauses before producing a correct (and sometimes impres-
sive) answer. Besides having to try a large number of combinations, it also had to do a lot of calculating
and estimating to determine mission times. The current version fires only when an itinerary is known
(TARGET and either UNIT or both AIRBASE and AIRCRAFT are known). Checking the availability of
aircraft is easy once the time period is known. The unit and number of aircraft may still be unknown, hut
the procedure in this case is simply to try all reasonable candidates. These are determined by steps such as
checking restriction sets, using only units that are at the airbase and have the aircraft, estimating the
number of aircraft from target, ordnance, and PD information when available, or assumingz a single air-
craft as a default.

Consider the enumeration of AIRBASE. The airbase generator of the itinerary constraint first checks
if the UNIT is known. In this case, the airbase must be the one at which the unit is located, and the
itinerary will already have been checked and stored. The result will not have changed. Otherwise, the
generator calls the itinerary checker for each possible value for the airbase. It uses only airbases that have
survived all earlier generators in the enumeration. Each itinerary result is stored for possible later use and
the successful values are returned. This particular generator does not operate very differently from a
filter. It does, however, have the advantage of firing in its normal sequence while a filter always fires after
all generators. This avoids the additional effort of restoring the constraint priority order for purposes of
failure explanation. Also, the generator is able to consolidate its answer and return better failure informa-
tion. If there are still some successful candidates, the availability constraint's airbase generator will be
called. It first obtains values for the type and number of aircraft if these slots are empty. .Nextit retrieves
the itinerary for each successful airbase and uses it and the mission times to check for the availability.
Each possible unit at the airbase will be checked. The message se-it to the resource tracker might also
vary depending on whether the actual mission times are known or cnly a duration within a certain time
interval. Successful values are returned along with failure information for any unsuccessful values.

The handling of the related restriction problem has employed various approaches. First, the above
mentioned constraints consider restriction sets when hypothesizing about possible values of empty slots.
Another experiment was to rewrite a few relatively simple constraints so that they also checked the restric-
tion set when arguments were unknown. A *RES* operator was added to the timeliness specification in
the constraint reference for these constraints. This is used to designate certain slots to be timely if they
either have a value or a restriction set. Finally, a more general approach that does not require changes to
the constraints was also implemented. The constraint evaluation control structure has been modified to
check for restriction sets, to consider these slots timely, and to call a constraint for each value in the
req riction set. This has the advantage of not requiring constraints to be rewritten and the disadvantage of

not being as smart as a specific constraint can be. Once again, the biggest problem with restrictions
surfaces when constraints have many values. Restriction sets seem to be only a subset of the larger
problem of hypothesizing values and recognizing implicit restriction sets on slots.

3.4.6 Autoplanning

KRS has an AUTOPLAN capability that automatically completes the planning of a mi sion which lw

been partially specified by the user. The basic strategy is an exhaustive tree search %%hich selets a value

for a slot and then tries to complete its sub-tree (the remaining slots). If unI ce',fil, it hacks 1p and
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tries the next value. This approach is not as crude as it may first appear. The candidates for a slot have

to pass an enumeration procedure that eliminates values unlikely to succeed. The survivors are then
ordered best first, as determined by an ordering function. In most cases, the first candidate is,therefore,
the best possible filler for that slot. If this were always true, then backing up would never be necessary.
However, the eventual success or failure of a candidate sometimes depends on a large number of factors,
many with values that will be obtainable only after additional slots are filled. An enumeration process that
would guarantee success would need to consider all future possibilities. This would be quite complicated
and expensive, making the directed trial-and-error approach seem superior.

3.4.6.1 Problems in Autoplanning

Until recently, the AUTOPLAN facility used by KRS differed little from that developed for KNOBS.
The main changes involved a somewhat awkward add-on that allowed the planning of subordinate mis-
sions that filled slots in the autoplanned frame. There remained, however, several problems that de-
manded attention.

\Vhen AUTOPLAN fails to fill a slot, it normally backs up to the previous slot and tries the next value.
This procedure has at least twe drawbacks. First, the previous slot might not be involved in any way in the
failure. The old version was already smart enough to usually recognize this and to continue back to the
closest previous slot where a changed value had a chance to bypass the failure. The second problem is that
the next value may be obviously (to the user) even worse than the one that just failed. The original
ALTOPLAN does not detect this, but, instead, tries each remaining value until one succeeds or none
remains. Unfortunately, since the "best" candidates are tried first, subsequent trials usually result in even
worse failures. Clearly there is a need to use feedback from the constraint failures in deciding which of
the remaining values, if any, should be tried. With such information, AUTOPLAN might, for example,
know% not to try another ordnance unless it does better than B10 against runways. Similarly, knowing that
the last TD caused a 23-minute discrepancy is a lot better than just trying the next value, and avoids the
old problem of using a predetermined increment to obtain the next value in a range.

Another problem is in the explanation of AUTOPLAN failure. AUTOPLAN can fail due to values or
restrictions previously set by the user, or because required resources are not available. Currently, the only
reason that AUTOPLAN can give for failure is (sometimes) to inform the user which user-filled slot
should be changed; that is, which slot it would back up to if it were allowed to change values input by the
user. The planning system will require a better explanation of what went wrong in order to properly
tackle the problem. This reason should be based on the slot failure information in the failed subtrees.

A general lack of flexibility was also apparent in several aspects of autoplanning. First, the old
AUTOPLAN decides which slots need planning when it is first called. The decision of whether to plan an
optional slot or whether a multi-valued slot requires another f:1ler is often best made after all previous
slot, have been filled. The decision should be made only when it is actually time to plan that slot, since
more information may be available. AUTOPLAN also failed to test the completeness of those slot fillers
that are themselves missions and which may require further planning. Second, AUTOPLAN expects to
plan a mission to completion using a default slot order. A planning system might want the capability to
autoplan only designated slots, in a specified order, during certain phases of planning. Third,
AUTOPLAN was written before there was a need to plan subordinate missions (such as refueling) as part
of the autoplan. This feature was integrated somewhat awkwardly into the existing control structure.
Finally, the trace information of Llie AUTOPLAN's activity, successes, and failures is not sufficient to
support a more intelligent backup procedure.

3.4.6.2 The New AUTOPLAN Algor thm

AUTOPLAN has been substantially rewritten, beginning in January 1985. The approach was to first

rewrite the basic AUTOPLAN to correct the flexibility problems addressed above, and in a manner com-
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patible with the future processing of diagnostic/explanation information. The next step involved adding
code to the control structure to make use of the diagnostic information to choose next values or explain

failures. The enumeration and constraint failure code also had to be changed to process any returned
diagnostic information. Finally, selected constraints and generators were modified to return the informa-
tion necessary to trigger much of the new code. Following is a description of the new AUTOPLAN and a
diagram of the program flow is shown in Figure 3.1:

1. AUTOPLAN can be passed an optional list of slots to designate which
slots to plan and the order in which to plan them. The default is
obtained from the frame's template SLOT-ORDER slot. (While there

is nothing magic about the default slot order, it shouldnonetheless,not be

changed without some thought. For example, arbitrarily planning the TD and
TOT first would probably impose undesired obstacles on the later planning of
AIRBASE and AIRCRAFT.)

2. As in the old AUTOPLAN, it first makes sure that any required slots
(those with a NEEDED-FOR-AUTOPLAN attribute) have values and that
there is no current constraint violation. If the AUTOPLAN can
proceed, it simply involves the planning of all designated slots in
the given order.

3. Planning a slot

a. If no slot remains, AUTOPLAN has succeeded.

b. Otherwise, the slot is first checked to determine if it requires
planning. Normally a slot is already complete if it has one or
more values present, if it is empty but optional, or if it is

automatic. However, if a filler is a mission, this mission must
itself be complete. If not, an attempt to AUTOPLAN it to

completion is made at this time. Finally (actually initially),
if the slot has a SCOMPLETE facet, the function found there is

used in place of the standard checks to determine completeness.
This is particularly appropriate for multiple-valued slots,

since it is probably not correct to make any default assumptions
about how many values such a slot needs. If the slot does not
require planning, AUTOPLAN plans the next slot (3).

c. To plan a slot, AUTOPLAN enumerates the slot and orders its

candidates. It then tries the first value (4).

4. Trying a value

a. If there is no candidate to try, then the attempt to plan the

slot has failed. This failure must be analyzed (5).

b. If the next candidate is an incomplete mission, AUTOPLAN

attempts to complete it by autoplanning before proceeding. If
this fails, the next value is tried (4).

c. The candidate is inserted into the slot and constraints are run.

AUTOPLAN then tries to plan the next slot (3). However, if

constraints fail (due to a generator/constraint discrepancy),.N
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AUTOPLAN complains but is able to recover and eventually try the
next value (4).

5. Analyzing a slot failure

a. AUTOPLAN analyzes any failed values (from enumeration or actual
trials) and retrieves any diagnostics which it stores on the
relevant slots in the AUTOPLAN trace for later use.

b. It also determines what slots are involved in the failures and
stores this information as well.

c. If there is no previous slot to back up to, AUTOPLAN has failed (7).

d. Otherwise, the current value in the previous slot must be
changed (6).

6. Processing a value failure

a. The failed value is removed from the slot.

b. Information from 5a & b is used to possibly eliminate some of the
remaining slot candidates. The diagnostic information is used
to eliminate values which would fail for reasons similar to a
previous failure. If the slot is not relevant to any failure,

then all candidates are eliminated. An attempt is then made

to try another value (4).

7. AUTOPLAN failure

a. There may be applicable diagnostic information that will allow
for a recovery from the failure. Such an attempt may return a
new and successful AUTOPLAN, which is returned as the result of
the original AUTOPLAN invocation.

b. Otherwise, AUTOPLAN again runs any applicable diagnostics, this
time in a mode which prints messages suggesting steps for the
user to take. The trace of the failed AUTOPLAN is returned.

Diagnostic information is an optional addition to the result of constraint evaluation. If it is present
and applicable to the situation, it may enhance the planning operation; if it is absent, the system contin-
ues to operate as before. AUTOPLAN saves diagnostic information on its planning trace and has the
potential to use it in three different situations.

When an AUTOPLAN fails, appropriate diagnostics are evaluated and these print out messages
explaining the overall failure with an attempt at emphasizing possible corrective actions for the user to take
(instead of just what went wrong).

When a slot value fails (usually because the next slot had no candidates or has exhausted them), the
diagnostic is again evaluated, but this time the ordered list of remaining candidates is added as the final
optional argument. The diagnostic function acts as a filter which returns only those candidates that pass a
test. It is designed to eliminate those values that will probably fail for reasons similar to those of previously
failed values.
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Finally, when AUTOPLAN has initially appeared to have failed, some diagnostics provide a final
chance for success. While most diagnostics are applicable to the failure of a slot in the mission frame,
these diagnostics apply to the failure of the overall AUTOPLAN. In such a case, any such "second N
chance" diagnostics are called. The idea is to provide for a recovery from the AUTOPLAN failure. If any
such diagnostic succeeds, its result is returned as the AUTOPLAN result; otherwise, diagnostics are called
to explain the failure as described above. The only current example handles refueling. If planning of a
mission has failed due to insufficient refueling, an attempt is made to replan the mission with an additional
refuel service. If successful, this becomes the result of the AUTOPLAN.

AUTOPLAN

PLAN-A-SLOT Try to autoplan the next slot.
If there is no next slot, AUTOPLAN has succeeded.

*SUCCESS* If slot doesn't require planning, go to next slot.

TRY-A-VALUE Try the next (or first) enumeration value for the slot

and go to the next slot, unless there is no remaining
candidate or this slot was backed up to but is inapplicable.

ANALYZE-SLOT-FAILURE Analyze why ever), candidate (or enumeration) failed.
If there is no previous slot, AUTOPLAN has failed.

ANALYZE-VALUE-FAILURE Remove value from the previous slot.
Possibly reject some of its remaining candidates.
Now try its next value.

AUTOPLAN-FAILURE There is no previous slot to hack up to.

Run diagnostics that micht hypass tailure and L succeed.
'SUCCESS* Or run them to explain lailure and ucet actions.

*FAILURE* P

Figure 3.1 AUTOPLAN Agorithm
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3.4.6.3 Remaining AUTOPLAN Problems

Most enumeration failures are due to omission from a generated list. Generators are designed to
produce successful values as opposed to rejecting values for specific reasons. Often, the manner in which
values are generated provides little information as to why some other value failed to be included.

The new AUTOPLAN currently is best at analyzing an enumeration failure of the next slot in order to
determine the next value to try. Consider autoplanning slots A, B, and C of a mission. Candidates are
found for slot A and one is selected; slot B is also found to have candidates; but after filling slot B, the
enumeration of slot C fails. Information returned by the enumeration is available on the trace and can be
used to analyze the chances of the remaining candidates of slot B. So far, this appears to work satisfacto-
rily. The new algorithm has shown its ability to skip over several candidates to select one that works, or to

recognize that all will fail for similar reasons. A more difficult problem occurs, however, when all the
candidate values for slot B eventually fail. This means that AUTOPLAN needs to back up to slot A and
analyze its remaining values. Information on the trace provides a (possibly different) reason for the failure
of each value in slot B. There are probably also values that failed the enumeration of slot B, along with
the reasons. One problem is the abundance of information and selecting the right approach. The more
serious problem is that most of the information is concerned with slot B and is based on the value in slot
A. But this value has now failed and its removal and replacement may lead to a very different situation

that might largely invalidate the information returned from the failed subtree. a
Messages explaining the overall AUTOPLAN have the same problem. They are basically diagnostics

propagated up from a failure that occurred for a specific combination of values in lower slots. They may
not seem very relevant once AUTOPLAN has backed up to the starting point. On the other hand, they '

do identify a specific problem which, if it were bypassed, would allow AUTOPLAN to proceed beyond a the.
'.', previous dead end.

3.4.t..4 Autoplanning the REFUELSVC Slot

The REFUELSVC slot has always been a special problem. Sometimes it is not needed at all. \Whei it
is needed for a certain combination, we usually want it to initially fail in order to continue to look for a
combination that does not require it. Sometimes more than one refueling will be required. Refueling
can occur before or after the target, or both. Sometimes we want refueling to be HYPOTHETICAL. In
this case, the OCA is planned based on the assumption of one or more refuelings at a convenient time and
place. The actual planning of services, choice of orbits, availability of tankers, etc. are matters that can be
left to a later time. This may allow for some later optimization of orbit location and tanker usage. On the
other hand, any changes from the hypothesized values will have to be corrected (e.g., by adjusting a time
in the OCA by a few minutes if the orbit is a little further away).

The constraint that checks that an aircraft can be at the right place at the right time and have enoug, P,

fuel always considers what is in the REFUELSVC slot. If there is an actual service, it will use the values to
determine the time and place of the service, make sure that all values are consistent with the mission (the
aircraft can get there at the right time and will receive the correct amount of fuel) and also hypothesize
any missing values if the service is incomplete. If it finds a PENDING or HYPOTHETICAL, it handles
each in the same way as a totally unplanned service, hypothesizing all values. If the aircraft can make the
trip using these services (if any), the constraint passes. When AUTOPLAN finally gets to the
REFUELSVC slot it will make sure any service mission is totally complete, it will substitute PENDING with
a service that it creates and autoplans, and it will leave the HYPOTHETICAL untouched. Tis is all
actualiy performed as a part of the slot's special completeness test which is conducted before it ,tart, to
plan the slot. If successful, this check reports that the slot is already complete.

Assuming that the user has not inserted a value. REFUELSVC will initially be empty and AUTOPIANI

wkill try to plan the mission without refueling. If this is impossible, it will fail belore it e\er gets to thc
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autoplanning quietly without any output. The same idea has been appliedto a limited extent,to other KRS
messages and output. Different time formats, for example, may be selected (military tine format, absence
or presence of date or seconds, etc).

3.4.7 Resource Tracking

In KRS, it is feasible to plan an OCA strike against any target in the data lbase. Failure to icK.,estulk

plan a mission to completion occurs only when slot values provided by the user impose unsolahlve cor-
straints on the planning. For example, the user may refuse to allow a required refueling or might specifs
an ordnance and an airbase when no aircraft stationed at the airbase carries the ordnance. A more
interesting problem occurs when required resources are not available. This situation can also be traced
back to the user. Resources will ultimately become available, so shortages occur only %kth respect to
specific time intervals. A mission could still be supported, but only if times are changed, the use of other
more available resources is permitted, or competing missions are altered. In the real %korld. these *.olu-
tions can each present various difficult problems. The availability of resources is,,consequentl,one (,t the
most important considerations in planning missions. KRS requires a sophisticated resource asail,,iiit,
tracker to support the checking of availability constraints and the planning of mtiiotis that 1,,pa-, ", rte ilk

the problems involved in planning with limited resources.

KNOBS (or at least early KRS) did,in factrecord the usage of aircralt at each tit aid ale.k ttoa
mission could be supported. This capability was, however, implemented for a re,()orce nih en. iritint
that emphasized the planning of just a few missions. The calculation of mission time, (particuliarh reiu-
eled missions) was also not well developed. Resource availability was miinlk a ttiatter t kilpl , rv,,,rJ
and recommending the use of units that were infrequently tasked. KRS must addre,, the tote rmt i,,tc

problem of planning an ATO with many missions and usually mith too manse hi,:h pr;,,nt. LrLc:'. ",,,) !V3
* resources, and insufficient time.

The KRS resource tracker is implemented employing Zetalisp flavors. It i.urretrik mriike, use t1 tA ,
types of objects, the CLASS-TRACKER and the SOURCE-TRACKER. each h.iincg as s:Ilated I:,ia.e'
%ariables and many operations. The SOURCE-TRACKERs track the use of a resurce at its a i)irce
(e.g.. the 15 F-4Cs assigned to the 1 lOTFW). This is the level at which the actual re,,ur e, are toild
The CLASS-TRACKERs are concerned with various groupings of resources or classes o)f resoirLes Ce

all F-4Cs, all OCA aircraft, all aircraft). The top-level 'RESOURCE-TRACKER" is smpil, a ('...\sS-
TRACKER that contains all classes of all types of resources. Most resource queries . nd ,,perat,,ns arc
initiated by messages sent to this top-level tracker. These,in turn,may be passed to apprtpriate ( L.A"sx-
TRACKERs or SOURCE-TRACKERs. Changes to the state of the resource tracker are made thru,,h the
creation of USAGEs. A USAGE consists of the allocation of a quantits of a resource Irl a pe .2tde

SOURCE-TRACKER for a certain time interval to support a consumer (eg.. 4 F-4is tri n the Il 'll F\%
in support of OCA1003 from 1000 to 1315). A gain (negative quantity%) or loss of aircraft m, es a u-ac'e
from the reported time to eternity. Since resource queries are much more numerou, than 1iCUIJ1 Lhtllces.
the resource tracker maintains various values to avoid constant recOmputation It it hec rues ne e'r, t1l
track individual aircraft, then an ITEI-TRACKER could be created lr this purp ,,e At a n
could simply consist of the individual item designation, its SOUR('E-TRA('KF R. and a 1,1 ,t
involve the item. Each SOURCE-TRACKER would also maintain a list T, I If- \l- I R -V KI R,

The CLASS-TRACKER has the following instance variables:

CLASS - name of the class (e.g., F-4C. or O(A-AIR(R-\F I
INFERIORS - CLASS-TRACKERs for the immediate subla,.st',.: ti .,

SUPERIORS - CLASS-TRACKERs that have this tracker as ar, Is [ I kk +N-
SOURCES - all the SOURCE-TRACKERs of this tracker and t., ;s,
ASSIGNMENT - total number of end-item resources grouped in ths !t,,i..cr
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MAX-I-SOURCE -maximum number assigned to a single SOL R('l - I K~ V K R
AVAILABILITY -number of end-itemis available by time

The SOURCE-TRACKER has the following instance variables;

RESOURCE - type of resource (e.g., F-4C)
ORGANIZATION - unit that provides and controls it (e.g.. I lO1TW
LOCATION - location of the ORGANIZATION (e.g., Hahn)
USAGE-LIST - list of USAGEs of the SOURCE-TRACKER's resmirce
ASSIGNMENT - total number assigned
AVAILABILITY - number available by time
SUPERIORS - the lowest CLASS-TRACKERs of this resource e the

CLASS-TRACKER for F-4C) (provided only as a; itr

Currently, about 75 messages a.e supported by the resource tracker %xith niost ()I thic'e X*:.....L
CLASS-TRACKER. For example, the resource tracker can be queried aboiut the j~Ai~lI

a class, or for the availability of F-4Cs at the I lOTF\V. The latter flrA idcs ill ar' kcr I",c';.

request for the availability of resources to the 1 IOTF\V-F-4C SOLRCE-TRACKE-R \ idrl. c e ;c~V'

the user is usually not made, since it would normally first require sending a rii .'ace u, .' I.:L

SOURCE-TRACKER. Similarly, the request about all F-4Cs usually goes to the -\LL-RLS(J1 RCLS
CLASS-TRACKER (which is known globally) from which it is relayed to the F--JC trdcker The r~u~
tracker is currently implemented only for aircraft, the most important of KRS res.ource, Otiher t\ rcs )I
resources can be added without modifying the basic tracker code. The top-le~eI *RFSOL W(F-
TRACKER* (the class of ALL-RESOURCES) would then have inferior classe, ALL-AIRCRAFT. A\[lI--
ORDINANCES, etc.

The foilowing is a list of some (anglicized) messages recognized by the resource traicker

Allocate or dleallocate the following resource USAGE (since a mission has just been planned or Jin&:vd'

Create a new CLASS-TRACKER and insert it between the following current CLASS-I RA-C kLR, inr-
rnally during tracker initialization only).
What is the availability of KC- 135s' (Is lots of refueling feasible')
How many F--ll Fs are available from 11 3TFWk from 1145 to 1600 inricoa h% (

(considering moving OCA1OOI from 1430-1645 to the new time)'
What units have 5 F-Ill Es available for a 5-hour period between 00MI) and a U c i; ,Lt S. \(IL~

by OCA 1001 and OCA 1003 (since they could be cancelled)'
What units have the most F-4Ds available between 1200 and 1501). aid il," :1i~irv

'..hat units will have at least 3 F-1111 Fs available for 5 hour, and fo)r ".shat tncs'
Will 1 IOTFWk have 4 F-4Cs available for 4 hours between W5))) and !")

Does the currently planned allocation of F-4(7s fromn I I TFW ex(ccd it'e :'.v

fnow that planes have been reported lost)V'
When will 3 F-Ill Es be as.ailable from IU ITEW 11for at least ~)
What missions are scheduled to use F-4Cs Itromn I I(iIF\%1

What is the greatest number of F-4Cs ever a% Mahle fromn all. iotit t1 IX .'t A,~ 'it.:.

41)(A F-4Cs)

i~%
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SECTION 4 - THE PLANNING COMPONENT

ihPlanning has heen the subject of Al research for decades, most implemettiniis of plari11ti,
ti ~e a'. been small scale laboratory exercises. KNOBS and KRS are unusul because they reprCent
Ae~i!, \r Force problems Because of this, their developers cannot avoid critical planning issue,, like

111rn111tenartce. consistenc, checking. goal interaction, combinatorial complexih, non-lo)Cal eilects.
A,! id!1eterminism Linlortunatelv., no planning theory to date has satisfactorily reso)Red all oit these

v, il MITRE de~ elopers ha'.e had to rely on a comrbination of theory, heUri,,tics, and lS0111i1-

koi%.t:k~roUnds A recurring! theme in the history of KNOBS and KRS has been the search for belter.

e p.s r ~iplanning theories. this is particularly true of K RS because K RS is a much more ra n

t,) the mission planning problem than is KNOBS. The latter dealt wi pla1nnink! ,inLzle isolaited
j limitation '.'hich made a simple, constraint based, bottom up approach possible. W\itht KRS.

w.%e'.er, the problem is so complex that a bottom up approach would result in a fatally large search space.
* As a result. KRS researchers knew that they had to search for a theory which took a top down. strategN

iriented approach in which the planner would have some ability to reason about plans and to limit the
"!,rh through a vast space of possible plans.

*In the course of developing a solution to KRS's planning problems, MITRE investigated several
,cnemnporar\ theories, two of which were implemented on an experimental basis. The bulk of [thits chap-
teir '.sill be devoted to a discussion of these two theories, the theory of fuzzy alg~orithms as developed b
(WI (kind and W'ilensky's theory of metaplanning. We will first discuss the theories in detail and explatn
"it MIT RE considered them to be strong candidates for KRS. In the case of fuzzy algorithms, which wkere
ini,;ernented and delivered as part of KRS, we will describe the details of implementation. Howe'.er,

W..ir\ilensk% s theory nor Goldkind's provided an extensible, robust solution to all of KRS's prob-
*etus. and wke "ill describe the reasons the KRS staff came to believe that the replanning and multi-mission
* plainning probhlems required a new approach. Finally, we will show how MITRE's experience with KRS led

the dIevelopment of such a new approach: the AMPS theory of metaplanniog. The following chaipter.
.s i iih describes the historN of planning at MITRE from an evolutionary perspective, will pro'.ide a mre
Jet ,i led ac t unt of this theory.

4 1 %%ILIlNSkY'S ThJEORY OF METAPLANNING

In 14x3.WVilensk' published Planning and Understanding. a thorough0,1 presentation of his idea'si ah ,ut

platriiig nd angageundrstndig. In this works he not only outlined a the )rv fpatn u

j-d e. eral proigrams,, FAUSTL S. PAM. and PEARL, which were implemented b% his students anid

IJ embodied aspects. i)f thiese theories. I

Ix e-senc-e of %Vilensk 's thcor is thait in order to sol'.e the plannin: prohdlienirioe iwuds a Leicial1
"r'r"1' indle boith plannin : and the nrteracnoitn amon L plans, In o)ther .r'\ le:k

i1'e hie sIfle nie'hiinn rio)t (ilk toi create a plan11 hut 1,is t(, rc"yI'1"L' A .. i~- ..' 'I

cv e IX tI '.r mihter IThe 1,,u r tls'ii, .' 'K. '< .

&tc'''' h~ ei'iher. -iiictti~c- % .
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can the effects of achieving a goal be predicted?
can the effects of a sequence of action be found by symbolic execution

(e.g.. simulation)
even if effects cannot be found by simulation, can potential effects he

anticipated?

In general. the answers to all three questions is "no. " Thus, \Vilensky and others insist that a regime of I,
interleaved planning and execution is necessary. Furthermore, without some way of thinking about the
plans which are used to solve interacting subgoals, the planner is helpless to solve such problems as goal

conflict. By using the same mechanism to reach goals and to solve problems caused by interacting sub-
goals, the theory captures the generalization that planning and manipulating already created plans are the
same problem; one can think about the interaction amongst plans in the same way that one can think
about goals and states when one is attempting to create a plan.

Wilensky's theory was developed to deal with such problems as replanning and resolving goal conflicts.

His solution was to propose another layer for the planning process, the metaplanning layer. Whereas plans
dealt with goals and states, metaplans were plans that called on or manipulated other plans. Metagoals
were goals that were concerned with the interactions amongst other goals; an example of a metagoal would
be resolve-goal-conflict. Metathemes were general principles that were applicabie to al planning do-
mains. Wilensky identified four metathemes, or general principles,which offered guidance in all planning
situations. These metathemes were:

1. Don't waste resources
2. Achieve as many goals as possible
3. Maximize the value of the goals achieved
4. Avoid impossible goals

Metathemes could be used to provide guidance for choosing one plan over another. For example,
when one plan is wasteful and another economical, the metatheme "don't-%%aste-resources" gives the
planner a reason for choosing the latter over the former. Metaplans enabled the planner to respond to
metathemes and to situations in which goals could not be carried out using normal plans. An example of a
metaplan might be "try-alternative-plan", another would be "substitute-one-coal-for-another." Plans,
goals, and states were represented according to a CD-like knowledge representation scheme; a planning
program would have many goals, plans, and states defined in a plan database.

Wilensky proposed a four part design of a planning program in which metaplans and plans were used
to carry out goals and metagoals. The four components were:

I a goal detector to detect the appearance of situations

relevant to the planner; in other words, situations in which goals arose.

2 a plan proposer to find stored plans that matched the goals
detected b the goal detector. Plans and goals were represented rZ

h% a CD-like knowkledge representation scheme.

3 a projector to simulate the execution of the propo)sed pla,,
This is a kes component

4 an executor to arr\ out the ch,)oeti plan

N.

V % Sw
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This proposed program would not only be able to produce plans, it would also be able to recognize
them. This is the reason Wilensky entitled his book Planning and Understanding; he believed that his
system could be applied to natural language understanding as well as to planning, because in-depth under-
standing requires some ability to recognize plans and goals. This was an important reason the KRS staff
chose to investigate this theory. They hoped to use it both to plan and to help APE, KRS's natural
language front end, understand user goals in issuing commands and questions.

4.1.1 MITRE Implementation

The KRS staff attempted to implement Wilensky's design on a small testbed world, the world of BOB.
In this world, a character named Bob wanted to get rich. He attempted to achieve this goal by winning a
fortune at gambling. This scheme spawned the subgoal of going to Atlantic City, which in turn spawned
the subgoal of getting the money to get to Atlantic City. The BOB program attempted to manipulate stored
plans for achieving these goals and subgoals according to Wilensky's design.

The staff defined the data structures necessary to describe the states of BOB's world as well as the
required plans and goals. This required a sizeable amount of work since it was not an easy task to create
CD definitions for all the relevant objects. Next, the KRS staff implemented the goal detector and plan
proposer, both of which were basically pattern matchers that recognized CD's corresponding to plans and
goals. Finally, they created the projector and the executor; at this point, they encountered serious trouble.

The problems encountered in the implementation of BOB derived from two weaknesses with the
theory described in Planning and Understanding. The first problem was due to a theoretical/iznplementa-
tional gap: \Vilensky put the burden of dealing with consistency checking in the proposing and execution
of plans entirely on the projector. It was the projector's job to simulate the execution of plans and to keep
track of how the world changed as a result of plan application. Wilensky claimed that plans could be
simulated deterministically, so that issues of incomplete or missing information about the planner's world
could be finessed. However, he said remarkably little about how this critical component, the simulator,
actuaily worked. In fact, the limited description of the simulator's design leads one to believe that this
component was not fully implemented at the time Planning and Understanding was written. Wilenskv
himself hints at this in passages like the following:

The difficult problems in conducting a simulation involve reasoning
about "pos:;ible world" situations which are not amenable to standard
temporal logic. Rather than employ a logic for possible worlds, this
issue is finessed here by defining hypothetical states in terms of what
the planner thinks of in the course of plan construction. In other
words, the solution is to let the system assert the changes that would
be made into a hypothetical database, in the meantime letting the
Goal Detector have access to these states.

Since \Vilensky never offered a detailed explanation of how plan execution effected the \world, the
reader runs a risk of believing that either side effects are not important or that they can easily be predicted
and tracked. This is, of course, not true in any realistic problem. but \Vilenskv was able to "hnesse" them
in the implementations of small scale planners described in his book.

Uinfortunately, KRS did not present a small scale problem, and the lack ot in ellecti e tuith ni,miiIC-
nrino.e sstern to handle inconsistencies and to track a change would ha e pr sed fta,il L-.i lt()B. a
-rCatl\ \ciled domn planning problem, proved to have terrible problems in thiis repe:t. cn It ttr
A' . : itating plins while tile proposer was creating a new plan, there %a nt o ka, ti o pr. ilit tc n ciil

t ! ncnsistencies in tile BOB '.orld. Furthermore, a look to tile lut0ire ShmkC- th.it ,an rva',.:t- uiv

.'.5'
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of KRS would someday require an ability to respond to incomplete information, not only about the state

of the world but also about the potential outcome of plans. \Vilenskv's theory did not come to grips , th 

the problem of nondeterminism in planning and offered no guidance in this area.

It should be noted here that there was a way out of the truth maintenance trap, but it would have
meant abandoning much of Wilensky's design. In BOB, the need for truth maintenance was primarily for

keeping track of situations in simulation. If the need for simulation could have been removed, the need

for truth maintenance would have changed its character. However, abandoning simulation would not have
worked in Wilensky's design because of the problems described above with prediction the effects of ac-

tions. As we will show in the next chapter, MITRE eventually developed a new design, the AMPS design,
in kihich it is possible to make such predictions. In KRS, however, there was no ikay around these prob-

lems.

Complications worsened because of an implementational gap: a critical element of the proposer, the
Make-attribution routine, was never fully implemented by \Vilenskv's colleacues, nor full, described in

the text of Planning and Understanding. Make-attribution's job was to identif, \ fhat sas sailient or
important about a plan; without it, there was no way to distinguish one aspect of a plan from any other.

The example \Vilensky gives is that of a plan to get a newspaper on a rainy morning. The important thing
about this plan is that it results in someone getting wket - an undesirable effect. It kas the Nlake-attribu-

lion routine's job to notice that the salient feature of the plan was that it resulted in this undesirable state.
eo er, \Vilensky admitted that in PANDORA, his own implementation of his the r\, this routine was

replaced by a special rule in the plan interpretor; this was certainly no help to tie Ml FRE- developers. In

Ii l. although \Vilensky presented his theory as if it had been fully implemented, it i, unclear that this was

the case Neither FAUSTUS nor PANDORA wa, a fully developed program as he says himself in Plan-
ri,, ' a'id Undcrsranding. and the various theoretical and implementational caps described in the precedinc -

paragraphs indicate that the theory cotuld not he implemented exactly as dt'.%crihb'd

Lacking either a truth maintenance scheme or a way to identify salience, the BOB program floun- /

dered. It wAas possible to coax it into carrying out simple plans but onl, with a great deal of special case
prolgramming. After one year of effort, the staff decided to reevaluate the Mhole attempt arid concluded

that implementing Wilensky's design in the context of KRS would be a mistake.

This decision was founded on two considerations: there ks as no proof, ludging from tile BOB experi-

mrit, that the salience and inconsistency problems could ever be resolved, and. in addition, the effort ol
imposing \Vilensky's design oin KRS would involve a massive effort amounting to rels riting an estimated

bhi - of tile existing system. For \Vilensk,,'s design to work, the entire FRL database along with the Coi-

stralnt mechanism needed to be replaced ss ith CD definitions of the actions. states, and events that ould

ciie rise t() planning zoals. Otheri ise, there would be nothing for the goal detector and the other con.ip)o-
[rlri ent,, of tilt s,tem to recognize. KRS has 75 constraints, (41 generators, 2t, ordering igufdehnles, and

,,hnit 1 "0l !rames. redefining these structures in terms of CD c(iuld ha,.e taken \eais (see chapter 2 fur a

d is u.sin of the dilliculties inoued in creating CD .deinitiot is ). All olf this \kork sIuld hase been in

,iddiiion to tihe effort of 'Aritino tle pliri, 1irtd o(als themselses. Vithi no slid e .idlice that arts oif 1hs

s'ork k,ild produice an elfectie planner, indeed .kith experien e to tihe cmntrir, t!e KRs stall iide a

toi fid arnother ipiloaJI to 11lar1inii that could he more easik iiitt2Lyiicd \klli KN.'s

\,,tic i1 this argues against the intrinsic merits of rnetipaunirg Nll I RI. rellruted .s';ii .,.' i '

1n1e1,piarrung, the abliht, to reason ahut plans. 'as essential to the sltitli of thle K S pihicl It .

%k .rk,'s implementation ,as presented in t'lanning and kn(r tand, t'.,r hat c,\Scntiai ] rL.)cLted h1

ate .ral The KRS deselopers remained convinced oi the importance and \,ihie )f \Vileiisk 's lkouk. hitl

t heir experience ith his theor indicated that it needed sone crucial addit i iriH, n.ilst n('a,, a truth

= nlirlien,ince s,sterm 4f some kind Ihes also were forced to corchlde that grallrin this thie' on tlp of1
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the bottom up. constraint based KRS approach to planning would take far too long to accomplish witlin
the three years of the program. The amount of work involved would have been equivalent to rewriting the

entire program.

In searching for an alternative to Wilensky's theories, MITRE turned to the theory of fuzzy algorithms
developed by Goldkind and his colleagues. This is the solution that was eventually implemented in KRS
and delivered with the final product. In this implementationmetaplanning conceptscalled strategiesare

used to guide planning. Like Wilensky, the developers of this theory reject a rigid, bottom up, STRIPS-
like approach to planning in which plans are broken down into a sequence of operators and arguments in
fasor of a top down approach that emphasizes an ability to reason about problems and their solutions.

4.2 STRATEGIES AND FUZZY ALGORITHMS

MITRE turned to fuzzy algorithms because they are an attempt to deal with exactly the issues o-
nondeterminism and combinatorial complexity that make the KRS planning problem so difficult. A
Fuizy Algorithm (FA) consists of a hierarchy of fuzzy plan schemas determined by the heuristics fur
instantiation accompanying each schema in the hierarchy. The word fuzzy is used to describe this kind of
algorahm because in an FA, some steps of the algorithm are left undefined or underspecified. Plan
shenias determine a set of possible actions each of which is a particular instantiation of the plan schema.
The choice of the actual instantiation that is made in the construction of the plan is determined by
heuristics that are sensitve to the environment in which the plan is to be executed. The following sections
briefly review the concepts of "epistemological nondeterminism," "strategy vs. tactics," "fuzzy concepts,
and "fuzzy algorithms." Fuzzy algorithms, by incorporating fuzzy concept and strategy into the planning
process. should be able to deal with many of the problems posed by epistemological nondeterminism.
com~binatorial complexitv, and subgoal interactions. The concept of a fuzzy algorithm unifies Sevreral
recentls hut separately proposed solutions to these problems, namely: interleaving planning and execution
I\[cDermott 78; Sacerdoti 791. meta-planning [Wilensky 831, and planning to acquire knowledge Ilaas
,'2]. In addition, fuzzy algorithms provide a method for giving a more central role to the use of global
strategies in the planning process.

SFRIPS-like (SL) systems assume that a sequence of actions can be found which is known (n
ad.ance) to define a sequence of states leading from the initial state to some state in which the goal is

reaiied. fHowever, this assumption is justified only for limited and completely deterministic domains In
order to generate the search space (and find a solution path),it is necessary to know what the effects of
each action kill be. In SL terminology, we must be able to give the add and delete lists for each operator
t..nfortunatel. in the real world, things are not this simple; manv domains, including that of KRS. exhibit
one or more types of what we refer to as "epistemological nondeterminism " (See [Goldkind 31 ftr a
nire complete account of this concept ) We often do not know what the eltects of an action will be. wke
also do not know whether the effects produced by the action %kill persist until the ext at in Il the
sequence is performed by the svstem Thus, it can he Impossible to calculate a path thritigh the sexrIh

Ordinarilk we speak of a world as being "deterministic" if ever% elfleci is jtesital predit, ttied 11i
:t, cause(si, and as "nondeterministic" if this is not the case -he prohlem with the real iiit ld is that no0
'tie knows w4hether determinism holds or not Even if determinism is true we ,annot kl., is it because n ,
,ne ,.an he a' are of everN cause and e\,er, effect, nor of every connection betveen them -\,s tir as tlhe

.trle (d tiur kru iledge is concerned, there are mans cases in the real world where detetinutiusl ruktItt he
lait',e

Proposed solutions to the prohlem of nondefermmsm nvf Is e interle,sn ,ing plIaittiin | eand
js,ierdut 4. \Ic [ermott 79 1 . planning to acquire knowledge (I e . kttuwledbe nesessars fur futitcr
platirrn Ittaas 421. and meta-pldnning \Vilensk, la. lh Xs i, apparetnt frioi tht ahiue dtshtis i -itt
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of metaplanning, MITRE saw much value in these approaches and looked for a way to unify them. This
attempt led to the implementation of strategies in KRS.

4.2.2 Strategy vs. Tactics

"Strategy" is an overworked word, with no definite agreement on meaning, even among military writers

[WVylie 67]. We begin by explaining how the two terms, "strategy," and "tactics," are used in this report.

Strategy is concerned with the global aspects of a problem. tactics with specific details. Often there is
no clear dividing line between the two areas; tactics may be the implementation of a strategy in a particu-
lar case. Perhaps the clearest way to distinguish between the two is to consider cases where the two
conflict.

Tactics tell us how best to accomplish the particular limited goal oresently at hand. (In military
parlance the proper use of a particular weapon is often referred to as "tactics" [Palmer, Richard 75]). In
terms of the problem reduction paradigm, we can regard tactics as a concern with how best to accomplish
a particular subgoal in isolation. Strategy. on the other hand, is concerned with the relations among
(sub)goals and how these interactions relate to the final objective (or main goal). If we accomplish a
particular subgoal at the expense of the main objective, then we may have followed the dictates of tactics
with respect to the subgoal and violated the maxims of good strategy, good tactics being sometimes distinct
from sound strategy.

If planning systems had some method of using strategies in a way similar to that of humans, the
following seems to be two immediate benefits: (1) many problems with subgoal interactions could be
avoided, if the strategies gave either explicit orderings of the subgoals or criteria for ordering them; (2) the
"combinatorial quagmire" could be navigated more efficiently, since a predetermined strategy can often
automatically exclude many possible operator applications. It remains an open research issue, however,

exactly how this to be done.

4.2.3 Fuzzy Goals

It is obvious that in KRS many concepts and goals are not easily expressed in terms of sequer....-- of
operations and literals. We will refer to such goals and concepts as being "fuzzy" with respect to the
domain. (The term "fuzzy" has no direct connection to the notion of fuzzy sets or fuzzy logic, although it
seems likely that important relations could be discovered among these areas.) These fuzzy concepts are
useful in human planning and need to be incorporated into planning systems that deal with realistic do-
mains.

Different types of fuzzy concepts may exist, but one characteristic shared by many examples is the
notion of an activity or a process occurring over an extended period of time. These concepts cut across
state descriptions and do not lend themselves to expression in terms of the truth of predicates in a single
state description.

There is another sort of fuzziness as Aell: the fact that fuzzy concepts often do not seem to he
definahle h% any single set of characteristics or criteria. This generality, vagueness, or "fuzziness" of

"' fuzzy concept,. although a Ijabilit' as far as incorporation into SL frameworks i; concerned. makes them
useLl in planning in realistic enrvinrnents.

* 4.2.4 Fuzz. .AlRorithms

An me chanism for using ,trateg% (or dcing global planning) niiut he able 'ocope \ith episierliolooical
nindeterrmlinism It must deal Aithf the tincerttini es and incomplete k rio leJic (I r.al-t (rld ennlr m -

merit* \ rio (. prefahric.ited sequence of primitie actions, e\Vi1tcd 1111"quIcrlt t the rlvtt ion od tle
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sequence of actions will not do; the creation of the plan must interact with the environment as the plan is
created (i.e., planning and execution must be interleaved [Sacerdoti 79; McDermott 78; Goldkind 811).
The notion of a "fuzzy algorithm" is proposed as a device for incorporating both strategy and flexibility

into a p!anning system.

One should distinguish between fuzzy algorithms and fuzzy statements of algorithms, such as high level

descriptions (natural language), flow charts. pseudocode, etc. These descriptions do not specify the algo-
rithm completely with respect to every level of detail needed for implementation. In the case of an ordi-
nary (not fuzzy) algorithm, it must always be possible to completely specify the algorithm in terms of
well-defined primitives (for some real or virtual machine). Any process instantiating the algorithm must
produce the outputs specified by the algorithm for given inputs [Knuth 68]. Moreover, the algorithm can
be filled out to this level of detail before being implemented and before any particular inputs are "given."
A fuzzy algorithm differs in that it is impossible to specify every detail of the algorithm in advance oj
execution; also, there is no guarantee that the implementation and execution of the fuzzy algorithm will
produce the desired results.

4.2.5 Plan Schemas

A plan schema (if we adhere to the by now almost "traditional" view of a plan as a sequence of

actions) determines not just one particular sequence of actions, but rather, a set of sequences of actions
each of which is a possible instantiation of the plan schema. This is consonant with the idea of having FA
incorporate strategy into the planning process. Strategy need not determine an exact sequence of primi-
tive actions used to carry out the plan (although in simple casesit might). It serves instead to constrain
the primitive actions in various ways, the exact particular actions being a matter of tactics, not strategy. As

a simple example of a plan schema,consider:

(GOAL Insure-safety-of-mission
(SUBGOALS (1 Detect-threat)

(2 Respond-to-threat )))

Notice that if the plan schema were to specify subgoals that could,in turn,be specified completely, we
would have been returned rather quickly to a standard sort of problem reduction. Some or all of the
subgoals referred to by a plan schema must be fuzzy concepts. Several advantages of FPS are immediately
apparent. First, we are not limited to combinations of primitive operators at our higher levels of abstrac-
tion. In addition, we are not limited to decomposition by logical connectives as the only form of problem
decomposition. Having a predetermined strategy can often reduce the need to search through the space
of primitive operators.

So far, this is fairly straightforward and could be accommodated by minor alterations to existing

theories. A SCRIPT, for example, could be construed as a plan schema (see also the notions of plans ard
goals presented in [Shank and Abelson 771).

However, given that a planning system is to employ FPS, and that FPS contain fuzzy concepts (for

flexibility and generality) that indicate the subgoals associated with a particular goal, we come to a seem-
ingly difficult problem: if the fuzzy concepts are used as subgoals, and fuzzy goals, by hypothesis, cannot
be easily defined or specified, what good does it do the system to have a FPS? The goal of insuring the
safety of a mission can be broken down into the subgoals of detecting and then responding to a threat, but
how does this get the system to a point at which it can take some kind of action to detect the threat?

Part of the answer is that the system somewhere has information about each of the subgoals in the FPS
Each suhgoal is a fuzzy goal that cannot be completely specified yet needs to be somehow specified in

order to be used by the system. We choose to use another FPS to specilv it, for example:
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(GOAL Detcct-threat
(SUBGOALS (1 Find-enemy-weapons)

(2 ldcntify-nature-o f-threat))

So that each of these further subgoals can be a fuzzy concept, each is also specilied by a FPS. Bccause
the reduction into subgoals must terminate at some point, we must have ordinary plan scheoaN (and
perhaps even individual actions) or "degenerate" FPS somewhere at the bottom of this hierarcliv of FPS.

This presents us with another problem. If a partial ordering can be traced through this hierarchy of
plan schemas. which terminate at leaf-nodes that are not fuzzy (i.e., determinate or completely specifi-
able), then the various subgoals throughout the hierarchy are not "fuzzy goals" (since they can, by a

process of reduction, be completely specified). On the other hand, we are faced with an infinite prolifera-
tion of subgoals if the process does not terminate somewhere with something definite.

]-he answer lies in the following addition to the basic idea of a plan schema; an FPS consi>ts of a plan
schema (whose subgoals are fuzzy goals) plus heuristics for instantiation. For example:

(GOAL Insure-safety- af-mission
(SUBGOALS (1 Detect-threat)

(2 Respond-to-threat ))

(HEURISTICS (a (SEQUENCE 1 2 3)) ...)...)

By allowing arbitrary subgoal orderings to be specifiedwe accomplish part of the goal of allowing for
strategy with regard to subgoal interactions, the heuristics embodying much of the strategy component.
The orderings can,in principle,be much more complicated, for example:

(SEQUENCE 1 (7 5 6} (4 3} 2 8 9) or

(SEQUENCE I (COND [(ANY (7 5 6})(3 4)]
[T (2 4 (7 6} 5)1))

where set braces, '{' and '}' indicate independent subgoals to be achieved in any order (or concurrently)

and 'COND' has its usual meaning. Also, the possibility exists of having the sequence specified less
directly in terms of other FPS.

This ability to deal with subgoal orderings is an important capability, but the most inportant source of
fuzziness and flexibility for FPS lies in the ability to specify arbitrary heuristics. Strategy is cmcerned with
relations between (sub)goa!s, and it makes good sense to allow heuristics to determine these relationships
in a flexible way, rather than simply serving to guide the search through a space of primitive operators (as

per the traditional role of heuristics).

4.3 METAPLANNING AND STRATEGIES

We have already discussed the importance of metaplanning. Some a speciN if meta-pla oig are
alread\ clearly capturable by FPS given the description of the last section; others rvqUire IL rticr expLiia-
tion and are marked with an asterisk (

[\Vlen~kv laj notes several important features of meta-planning:

1. Everyday planning situations often involve various
goals that can interact in complicated ways. If both
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A and B are subgoals of one particular FPS, P, then it is

possible (as mentioned previously) for the heuristics of P
to mediate pot ntial interactions or conflicts between A

and B. The interesting case, however, is where this is not
true, so that A and B are either completely independent
except for the overlap which produces the interaction or

else the interrelation of A and B is not foreseen prior to
actually detecting the interaction during planning. In this
case,there will be no one particular FPS with heuristics that
already deal specifically with the combination of A and B;
a planning system should be flexible enough to deal with cases

like this. The solution advocated by Wilensky and others is

to allow the system to deal with the interaction as a new
planning problem. To deal with the problem, the system can
have "knowledge about planning" (in order to decide how to
plan). Wilensky refers to this process as meta-planning.

If these meta-problems can be formulated as goals (albeit
meta-goals), they can be solved using the same general methods
that the system normally uses (without, for example, having

to consult special purpose critics).

The notion of FA accommodates this idea easily, since

all that is required is that there be FPS for dealing with
various types of interactions (or any other meta-problems).
That is, we should include FPS that deal with planning as
subject matter.

2. In most planning systems, high-level goals are simply handed

to the planner, often in the form of a problem to be solved
or a state to be reached. A semi-autonomous planner (e.g.,
an exploratory robot out of contact with its home base)
must be able to infer its goals based on its overall mission
together with its situation. This can be accomplished by
FPS as described in the last section. Wilensky's example is

of a system for maintaining a nuclear reactor. The robot
is in charge of sustaining the generation of power, keeping

the floors clean, preventing meltdowns, cleaning up dangerous
spills, and maintaining itself. Usually most of these
goals have no effect. For example, the robot is not

concerned with cleaning up a spill until one occurs.

It seems desirable then, to design a planner capable of
recognizing situations in which these tasks should be

performed. This could be accomplished with a single FPS
having each of these as subgoals and heuristics for
determining which subgoal to execute next (in a sense,
FPS are already "meta" plans with respect to their

subgoals).

3. Meta-planning knowledge can be used for both planning and

understanding. Wilensky's version of meta-planning

-)It5 -58 -
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requires that something be represented declarati\eh in
order to qualify as meta-planning knowledge. This is

N somewhat narrow if construed as a definition (since there

is no reason in principle to exclude the procedural use
of meta-knowledge about planning), but his point is well
taken. For natural language understanders to cope with
many uses of language,they must be able to understand the
goals and intentions both of speakers and of agents spoken

about. If the knowledge about how to resolve conflicts
between goals (or any other meta-planning knowledge) is
embedded somewhere inside the control structure of the

system, then it is practically impossible for the system
to utilize this knowledge in explaining, understanding.
or reasoning about the goals and behavior of other systems.

FPS, while not tied to a particular representational scheme
(at this point), were conceived as a generalization and
elaboration of declarative SCRIPT-like representations
(e.g., ILondon 1978b]). Thus, the FPS can be seen as
declaratively representable. It remains a question for
further investigation if and how well the heuristics for
instantiation can be captured in a declarative representation;
this however, is the intention of the present writer. The
first stages of investigation should involve a search for
such a declarative representation for heuristics which
satisfies the other constraints on FPS (that it can serve
as a meta-language for itself--see [Perlis 1980; Haas 19821
for some initial progress along these lines).

4. Meta-planning knowledge allows for more flexibility in dealing
* with cases where no solution can be found. This is similar to

(1) if instead of unforeseen interactionswe consider a
complete failure of some sort. Wilensky's point is that if
meta-knowledge is used in the first place in the formulation
of the goals which failed, then it can be used again to
reformulate the goals or to try to plan around the problem.
This is not possible if the system has no knowledge about
planning (since then it can have no knowledge about planning
failures). FPS can achieve this same effect in exactly the
same way as suggested in (I), viz., have FPS for error recovery.
This can be done in an ad hoc way within particular FPS for
particular applications and also by having meta-FPS which deal
with more general questions. (See McDermott 78; Wilensky 81al
on "themes" and how they give rise to meta-goals.)

Aside from these important effects of meta-planning mentioned
by Wilensky and others, there are some additional benefits to
be achieved by a particular sort of meta-planning within the
framework of FPS:
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5. Meta-planning can be useful for knowledge acquisition and
learning [Davis 82]. If FPS can deal with other FPS as objects

(i.e., from a meta-level),then a system can have various
(meta)FPS which tell it how to acquire, construct, delete,
alter, and manipulate FPS. Some work has been done along these
lines by [Davis 82], and this is an important area of current
research; one of the bottlenecks for expert and knowledge-based
systems is the problem of how to get the "knowledge" into the
system. Related research is underway in the area of intelligent
interfaces to database systems. The idea that ties these

areas together is a data base interface which has (meta)knowledge
of the data base schemas and can interrogate the user to obtain

data and construct instances of the schemas. An FPS is a more

complicated sort of schema than most data bases handle, so a
planning system using FPS could go beyond the basic idea of

acquiring knowledge about objects and fitting the knowledge into

existing schema. There is also the more exciting possibility of
altering existing schema and acquiring new ones (including meta-FPS).
This has been explored to some extent by [Davis 82] but FPS offers

the additional possibility of changing the schema for acquiring
schema. Every activity (with the exception of some small kernel)
could be governed by the use of appropriate FPS, including the
activity of acquiring new schema and altering old schema. If
arbitrary schemas can be altered, then even the schemas controlling
schema change can be altered. Thus, research into the abilities of
such a system to learn is possible.

The following initial set of constraints on the formalism will be revised and augmented as an ongoing

part of research in this area. The representation must be:

1. Able to accommodate widely diverse domains.

2. Interpretable both procedurally and declaratively.

3. Able to express subprocess orderings, possible
concurrency, and interprocess communication.

4. Amenable to interactive knowledge acquisition.

5 Capable of acting as meta-language for itself; e.g..
express meta-FPS that indicate how to alter existing

FPS. acquire new FPS, etc.

4.4 KRS IMPLEMENTATION

In KRS, MIlTRE implemented a version of FA known as "strateieNs" The alhmxe ri;,;~ . , n
deemed appropriate for dealing with the problems of planning and replinning in the ii:ht-,.ik.,:c i.-
cal air domain for two reasons: (1) combinatorial complexity and (21 the prolbem, .id iri i ed.

are precisely those which meta-planning is designed to deal with. With the mun e ,ut II tc k\( i..,
mission domain to a scenario %khere multiple packages interacted ,ind the I ,k, a- ,
became quite clear that the sstem needed to do more than ,earch thittich a prliv .ii p.

b alternative choices for slot Iller, ,
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The following paraLgraphs explain the relat oi 11!iet\ cr hiiI tl! t.IIiv. I

strategies. and then describe the Implementation.

4.4.1 Replanning, Nieta-Planning. and Stratcgy Selection

Definition of \Ieta-PlanninQ- planning \.ltose primar\ C c( l-)1 thc . .;<a

lating other planning processes or the plan-trctUrel; the ' j1,Ue

Definition of Replanning: planning 'Ahose prima-ry conc:ern i> the Ilter~itinI. kkI[! !lIn:ttI1uillprtra

tions to existing plans, of previouslY consructecl plan ,tructurc:N in re'pon~c t'' C!1!IctIltte' (n chan1ce' III
expectations.

Thus, replanning is a type of meta-planning.

The implementation of strategies in KRS uses the ZETAL ISP flavor mec:hanim: hkn Cetr, tlhi,

largely a matter of convenience. The strategy language was under developmnent and ,uhiect to con'tilnt

revision-, hence, the more flexible and easily alterable flavor detiniton' kkvre ind prveteretme to the

more rigid ZETALISP structure definitions. W\hile more efhicient, ZET.-LISP deiaotii relttire. Ior

example, extensive recompilation if the order of occurrence of tn\o instance variahle, I changied. Sira,,e-
gies do not make use of the most important aspect of ztalip 111avor'; ii. thlt abibly to) III!\ \ariou1-

flavors. Only one flavor is used in the strategy Implementation (the Mrtc a riI nClikidual ;tIrIle-
gies differ from one another only in the values Of their n~ta'iiCe vai Mltole t11at1 kk eUle the term

"strategy" both to refer to the "real' strategy des cribed v, th--c 11avor itancLe aind ail'o to reltr ti thlt
V description (the flavor instance) itself. allowingz context to establih the reterent .

- - 4.4.2 KRS Strategy

* The description of the KRS strategy implementation is divided into tno parts,: the declarative convint

and the procedural interpretation explaining the PROCEDURAL INTERPRETATION.

4.4.2.1 The Declarative Content

The declarative content of the strateoies is 'storedl as the \ alue-, ot ithe iwK,ince \ziriaible' (d in'tlce, (11

the STRATEGY tla~or For dt,,cu-win *%e giroup the Instance %arlihle" unrder the fi 1loIoinchtad

I Goals

2 Subcoals

3 SucialRelattons,

* I e~lrira,,\, the ;,lnaIo: iIac J I ,1' 1ti11e the ITret tal'k orl rIk1ietM ,it)11L "ill) ittLt

-. ~ ~ ~ ' ae ipi-.. ha! the ':ratekc\ I e- ti!,w, kk, 1. k:l:hi 1~.c 11,1~ar ;ei-ih~~.nhil
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A KO

ST RATEGY~-NA NIE
TYPE
PURPOSE

Ex planat ion:

AKO stands for "a kind of" this instance variable, which is currently not used, %a% in. i-_!v

X111tcipaiion of use by a natural language component, or to tie into any conceptual hierar~lv.

STRATEGY-NA'ME gives the name of the particular strategy described bv the current r%~~
0%S I RATEGY flavor.

TYPE indicates whether the current strategy has subordinates (in sshich case it is tpn

'A (ither it contains directly executable LISP code (in which case it is "prirnitise"

P1.RPOSE gives a short English description of what the strategy is designed to) do;

Subcoals

STRATEGI ES

S, VR-TEGIES contains a list of all the (sub)strategies that may be used hy the current 'trittt.,Ik

-Ce the related strategies which the current strategy may invoke during the course ot it,.1~:1
,,,,respond roughly to the notion of "subgoals" in SL planning systems. The s~ntax 1()4k, ik'e

,rA tect!es ((1 <first -stra te gy>) (2 <second-strategy>)
..(n <nth strategy>))

The numb!ers here have nothing to do with the order in which the strategies are insoked Ti.e'.
acv t handy local names for the strategy in question.

wwilRelations

SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE is where the information about the order of invocation of ans suhstrate:c i, K.C;
e top-level, a sequence is always interpreted as a list of subsequiences execute - is iniir~2\

Ia nis. a sequence has the form:

sequence (<sub-sequence 1> <sub-sequence2>
.. <sub-sequenceN>)

t*,ceccutiori of the subsequences is from left to right until one of the i~qi'~v

*re iiiL!:Ic (ihlose other than the implicit AND) are expressed throu,!h the m1Cd in . .1

1'D11 t~pes of s;ubsequences are allowed: SINGLETON, OR-LIST. PAIlI ~) \1 I i
\1 I.-LIST, and FOR.MAT. A short description of each follows

SI\(ILETON is the simplest type of subsequence; it consists of a reference to) a siri~e ~rit
tc\e.;Jted Its syntax is equally simple; it is a single integer which occurred in the SI RAT F-( iIF S

ina;,hie ibove.
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),I R1 t- I NI BORDINA\\ F points to the last stratego, %hi~h %kd in~tkeJ trurn the irrvr t

.- i ilak pittr fr-rn hait trjsteg to the Current (one Set St PI RI)

\ SI R F~ ( F \ T - S ( Hst 01 F M( L reter, t~i the last mernher (o the SEQI, F- I Clit I. her .I!, c

(.) 1- \( IF h(\

EssHF I -.s BIHtkLDi\ATFS contains a list (A pointer% to the tuh,rdiites !.II2

4 N 1 1) [ 4'vI I I Y~.B)II\TS1.' thi'%e ~hd~.t 'iei'.L. c

2. 2'. ''2.' .2.c~C '.o~t'~,,re. ;1 iire hiJridrr [I e . ihv\ c., ~c. :
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in a multiple valued slot:
(<ohject-name> MV%-SLOT

a trme: <name-of-frame-where 
-slot-s- found>)

('cobject-name> FRAMtE <namie-of-frame>)

supplied b\, a function'

(<object -namle> FL N(Vio\ <naie -o: - tnction,

a parameter
(<object-name> PARAMETER)

locatable b% a strategN:
(<object-name> STRATEGY <name-of-strategv>(

OBJ ECT- LOCATIONS is a similar assoc list such that

when the object is a:

VARIABLE,no information is needed from the instance variable
OBJECT- LOCATIONS.

VARIABLE-NAME~no information is needed from the instance

\ariahle OBJ ECT- LOCATIONS.

SLOT value, the name of the %lot is given in
object -locations

FRAME, again no information is required from instance
%ariable OBJECT-LOCATIONS.

FUNCTION. again no information is required from instance
\ariable OBJECT-LOCAT-IONS.

STIRATEGY. again no information is required from instance I
ariahle OBJ ECT- LOCATIONS.

PARAMIETER, OBJEC-T-L.OCATIONS %kill hlaxe an entrN of the formn
(<ohiect-narne> <n>)
,Alhere n is the number in arg-list of the parametter

R L I L. R\rALL E is simipl\ a pla(_e to "tore an, %aluc t1iC \ir1itco\

night "sanit to save as a return %~alue for use h% a superior x hili ifi kedit

,jr I-) anm othtr strategy

PAR .-\ \I IL R S is a list ot ari\ pii 'ed %aliies It rio \ aloe atre rxplkii

psd.thenl the ,iraieg infitrit, thte %aie (d it, Niiperior's PARAMll I I RS

AlIl ot Thli takes place toi a betore Ceeite dtrnf

O B 11 r H A [) 1- ) p ii, 1 r ll) )TJ1 ; ' ,! ,
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FAILURE-HANDLER

SUBORDINATE-FAILL RES

FAILURE-HANDLER contains the name of a strategy for dealing with a
failure of the current strategy One of the main functions of such a failure
handler is to post failure information in the FAILLRE-INFO instance variable
of the current strategy's superior

SUBORDINATE-FAILURES contains a list which pairs with each subordinate,
a failure handler which can be invoked to handle cases where that subordinate
does not succeed

4 4 Z 2 Procedural Implementation

How are these various bits of declarative information used. how are they interpreted"

When a strategy instance is sent an execute message, it tries to accomplish its goal hv invoking the
appropriate subordinate strategies in the appropriate order. Speaking metaphorically. the strategy in-
stance looks at its sequence and follows the instructions there The strategy instance examines and tries to
execute each of the subsequences in its sequence Once it determines the type of subsequence, it knows
in what order to send execute messages to the subordinate strategies in the subsequence. and how to deal
with the results

In detail,the basic cycle initiated by the execute message is as follows-

I Find out what kind of strategy is being dealt wth:
PRIMITIVE or NON-PRIMITIVE.

2 If PRIMITIVE,then

a Directly execute the strategy (for now this means
execute the function given in the STRATEGIES instance
variable of the primitive strategy).

h If successful (i e , the function returns not nil),then
set SUCCESS to t and return control to the invoker

S!f not successful.,find an appropriate failure-handler

and let it try to handle the failure

d If c fails,just set success to nil

3 If NON-PRIMITIVE,then loop through each subsequence in the SEQUENCE
and for each such sub-sequence

a Find out what kind of suhsequence it is (vi? one of
SINOLETON. OR-LIST. CONDITIONAL. LOOPOVER. Al I -LIST.
F () R %I AT

h Dispatch to the appropriate handler for the type of
suhequence in question It will send execute messages in

the appropr!ate sequence and take appropriate action% (\lo(st
importantly it will set the ,ucces instance variable (o the
last strategv instance which was sent an execute message to

r6h
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I:C' : t~itIL IN L rC.~ld a rid \t( ) I -Ri-F-N \r-si BORDINA I F get I; st ti) point tot lie PRI-S( A
K [ I(VO ri'tjllke This lnstaie is then sent an execute message PRES(UA\. Of Lotrme. has% t, r

CiXIIv .irld kih' ordma~te%. .and t11C f"AI i. le I% repeated man tirne% E entualk PR FS( AN cithfi

,i, ret taik It it tail-.. arid ail failure hanidlers fail to resolve the problenm s. then an erro r tC' itit~ 11

IIf PRES(-\ AN~~I% c~I then it loopover handler is used to Lcreate inmance% of PLANs- A
P-) K A IF .,tie for eaith paokage) After each of the packages hao; heen procesed. the execution ()I thit
IIl -\N AMT() trategI continiue% \oh POSr--Ai)- DONE (this simnplv record% the fact that the ATO ( ha'

I~er criplamed arid ma~de ai' ilahle to oither parts of the Air Force- -so tfi ano, planning~ ttiat fw'

%il ht: (itiidered R i pLiniiti It tile entire operation i% SuLCessfol in the result% reo. rded Intie

P iV I \ \ M () '%;) 1'.) s~iitiii iike 1' s

I4 IR ILi N
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I PtiO PRIMI I 1\ E
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WHEN-CALLED- (PLANNING)
F-All [RE-HANDLER NIL
St. BORDINATE-FAILURES NIL
FAIl .(RE-INFO0 unbound
IMH-i ()CiATIONS unbound
)LJFC-.0CATIO\S unbound

RE I t \ %. ALL E unbound
P \R-A\I I URS ~PKC; Ioo i
%% Ii) -HELPED <Strategy to PLAN-AT TACK-FAILED>

Jk)1 IS-H.A\DLED 4OCA 100 5)
* Pt AN-AT-TACK>

f r~lr !ti e-an tell that OCA 1))5 A~a, the mission being planned, that the stuatg% V aS a prinim~'.
*intO rd that the failure %as handled bN an instance of PLAN-AT-TACK -FAILED (t'us last is ni

_c W , ie WHO-HELPED instance \ariahlet The instance of PLAN-ATTAC\(K-FA-Il ED) is Is Ill.1

sl- P1 X\N-AI-TACK--FAIIED>-. an object of flavor STRATEONY, has instance

STRATEGY
lk 'Al '0 NAV\E PLAN-AT-TACK-FAILED

'I) F NO-PRI\II FIVE

K ) . tildlIi: SLIrne s\Asi to LCet thle r111SNW1 ( t

the ground litl. li iti 1,1UItC

AIU)-L 1ST MISSION
r~I F1 I~ FIL-E ISTING-H(1 L~ i ( RE. AT1. -110, 1-1

1 3 APPROPRI IL -\[RRkAt-Ii
V F iOR I 1)4

f NN ~ T

\ 4 I N~ 1\ St BORDINATE -,uStrategv to FIL L-FXISTIN.- HOLE
\I ' Rt( F \T N( BSEQL EN('E (OR 1 3)

Nx I NNE I I st HoR[)IN.A I ES NIL
ki F, \Nt ( ( f-S4t 1 -4 BoRDINXT'FS NIL1
-I t ,I B)R[)INA\TUS ('-StrategN, . Fitl -EXISI IN0-HMI '
~~. ii k k '-Straitegs to PA-AI(K

* -'t I % I I I

\1( 11,,1 %A'1l \l-l NILV I N , '\k \

's) N *\tj
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CRAFT This is hvidled hN usii ant OR-MIS toir the s~ le r

ides us %ti h enot_&h ittiirtHi011 toi sli flh0se thlit thi rdeLr shoulid heis: . 'I

draistic Changes toI thle specitiaillis k' emsuric plans C

4.5 %% FAKNESSES OF KRS INIPI.E~lENT-ATION 01 STRA I 1L(.IIK

Tile M ITRE iniplentientation (i strategies kas in attempt tio real, tiit!

planning thlekries. notahIk \ilensk\'% theor% of metaplarni. s itwhi t

fortunatek. strategies theniseh es proved to have serious linutat wi

als , underlies K RS. was n,)t extensible. Foir thle reasons discused ab ta

unothe architecture, hut it coluld not he gralted onrto thleeittpi iai IN .

used a generate -and-test model Awhich meant that metaplaniin,! had toi he J A. I< ''

date %ka, bc-nL! pnpo1(sed, %iherieser one uasi reiected. rtdeeo_). outiu! I.'

niodei ot ryetalanning nor (ioldkinds, straittecies ollted a cieu s'

trurn a situatio)n III Ahih the planner had miade a hald choceilht: is ax

Idle 011at Thle pri):rini idj not) make 11u11 a 11ad c11i1,C 11ti1 >e'a eX

tt',rl and resil!ed :1n 1w! 'Ate tatujJdeJ r~e~: 5... .

i he 4h'"Ic pmit ot I A is that (ne doeCs n0t riedj to) spcut a ie ea.

n~e'te .ti relist i euristios to) huide thle choh)Ie Of Suhstr Lit! :'t. H'" *. T '

ti sstemn s% a, sik tlexihie that strategiles ended uip helflk iIAIILId 'dejV !A,
inls ttite,,d ,t heujristics: T he unaitcosresult sAas a s\stem haI x~ .1

ite!i~a . unteresf arid that oA s ent J NhcuLlt lto pmaintinr, to )Te!0

1:i .' t'Ssurit2.at strategies tiitild hase beenT made ito At rk h e~tvT k :i x,

e, , onstraint lookahead. )Tie carn-it tell from thle t~'u .,e~l

I ~ ~ ~ ~ I t reti~t'~s> jear KRS tkthe K\(oBS acietr .i
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SECTION 5 - CONCLUSION iiie '

K PS nox% talkes its place InI thle cxolutiofl of planning research carried otby MITRE and IIvl1h

IZ \D(' Its rrdece- sor, KNOBS, represented state of tile art planning technology lor Its tie tile late

K PS represented thle final developmnent of the KNOBS approach to planning, and it also serx ed as
nrJ~eto nx~approaic. th-MSter of metaplanning, developed ats a successor to KRS. \\'it unti

KR S there %k ould hai.e been no wkay of evaluating the constraint based, bottomi up, search intensive NIr-

Ciix i;sed in KNOBS. This wkas true because KRS, for the first time, confronted thle kinds of realistic
ntea -riuti~ntssin pannngand replanning - that any true planner Would have to lace P

Itsl dcxeloper', to confront thle same research issues that other contemporary plannink! resta 111

a .iJ erti tied as central:; the need for at strategic or metaplanning component, thle need for simxilaij r

mnicrnance . tile need to prunIe the .search ;pace, the need to produce coherent sla1 iitI

Kl\'s 51 .itht thle KNO)Bs 11rcAitct:ure Could not. III la,. ble extendeId to deail xultli thcsC 1-t.

<''~. iipi nisiin ac~igs.but it %kas ovcrxxlielmngls dilticult. to) Ithldiilie ILs 1

llie K \\)BS desiicn n )rced K PS dex dopers ito expend litiILc amtnlou i tf inc1l cxti

it.l~ aesx steni generated expla nat ions ol behlavior imnpossible. KRS proved that (me L11

,c K\N( )BS as a basis for multi-mission planning and replanning but at the cost o1 relx icq in

:.o,.r~,n.a [itett.irie nIrensix e. domain specilic solution For beleaguiered mission plannieis. ox cl-

!2!ie iemarids it rca listiL ot lensix e counter aircralt missions, K RS max be at solution It its,

It %v. ef, KPs, also) pointed thle xsax toward a more general SOIlution l a btroad class (It planriucr,

s!;. A :i th at ax I ids miari% it its x% eaknexses whiile providing thle same stren cthit

k Lks cic"~ xa l,1e ha e that it serxed a' thle experimental vehicle that deosrtdth. 1iiam

Take ai iei ite t,)i a id 13% ei auating iheir e.j-perien.e vvi) h RS. Nil I P11 recIV mT:

t 5 :cp %,:!Ine I s %r.iini ihei)rx xdileld to, ihe A\IPS plrklrtart Ihis vtih \,

0 'K hc s~x ckaicmairwtt 11101s011' as KRS, bu( t ii Ipase K I t:, .

!Ic Iser nleed nwt \S_!1i in se:a . ic .:C.

I . ~. 'ia'' 2. *\\ts "clx 1isOks:
5 ~ eti

K\ HN.: KR' . .ri. , -
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AM I'S Jcc elpr , ii.c not ha e reair/ed ju'i hmk irpo lrauJclaritj\

irJ n the hreajh tl\ A, res c fleht',. it \kas KRS [11,11 I ,1im cc d n

K\013S. KRS, and AMPS have all dleitloped frmn the 1olm-trm lr:r .

\1II RE aid lunded 1-\ RAD(> Eachi \qcm %a.at the torctrUnit t1 p~lalll~c 'c

,110,dLced aI stelll 01at coUld Use onsi raint, and a bottom UP ap~a I' prr I .t

wed !I; app~roac:h al kawh a 'traltecrc crn 011orlent to plan lhare lea>:cI ill

ANIP e ie fllrike pla' r a ai wh d(1orln' un'iac lie
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